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CHAPTER I

# 6,

Extensive Investigation of maze learning in both 
the htman and the rat has given no real basis of com
parison between the two. The method of orientation % 
employed, and the sensory cues used, are not comparable 
in the two maze situations.

: .? j c shown in the ordinary stylus or
finger maze flu 3 vis z sJ^jins a fixed orientation 
toward the beginning and end no matter how much he may 
be confused. No such fixed orientation with reference 
to the beginning and end is possible for the Mt.

Shepard (7) tried to rule out this difference by 
using the drum maze which consists of a maze-drawing 
mounted on a cylindrical drum, which In turn is mounted 
on wheels. The subject Ic-ZzcC at the maze through a 
tube so that he could see only one unit of alley at a 
time, and traced his path through the maze by rotating 
the drum forward or backward and sliding it to the right 
or left. Some kinesthesia was introduced in this way, 
but this situation still differs from that of the rat 
in a maze, in that the subject maintains a fixed 
orientation with reference to the starting point. He 
never turns even ninety degrees, but side steps or backs 
up, thus keeping a constant orientation, even coming 
out of blinds.



To overcome this difficulty of orientation Shepard 
(7) designed a "Peg" Maze. A sharp spike or "Peg" was 
placed under ^he center of a table top in such a way 
that it could be raised through the top and in this 
manner allowing a soft wood board on which the maze was 
mounted to turn on an axis. The subject looked through 
a tube and ran the maze by pulling the board on which 
the maze was mounted, toward him. When the subject 
reached a junction, he automatically "pegged" LL. . ? 
so that he might turn the board, the peg as an
axis, 90 degrees, thus turning the corner. To retrace 
he pegged the maze, turned it 180 degrees and continued. 
Three subjects reported that they thought of the act as 
moving through the maze rather than moving it. Results 
were similiar to those found with the drum maze except 
that the peg maze took longer to learn. The order of 
learning was the same#

A maze large enough for humans to walk through 
would destroy this fixed orientation and make the 
situation analogous to that of the rat, involving 
kinesthesia. In his rat studies, Shepard used a universal 
maze, described by hanawalt (2) on pages 10 f» of her 
monograph. All cues could be controlled^ and an un
limited number of different patterns could be construct
ed. A parallel structure, designed in appropriate 
proportions, would make possible a series of human maze 
studies comparable to those undertaken with rats.



Another important difference still exists between 
the human and animal situation, and that is in the nature 
of sensory cues available to each. In the walk-through 
maze the human would have two types of cues available: 
visual perception, piece by piece, of the geometric 
pattern of the alleys, and kinesthesia. The rat has 
these cues, plus others possibly, such as auditory and 
olfactory. But it has been demonstrated by Shepard (4) 

or kept constant, some rats can still identify the various 
parts of the maze by a cue, auditory in nature, which is 
obtained from the floor in running over it, due to 
differences in the vibratory quality of the floor sections. 
This, Shepard has called the "floor cue".

If the floor cue could be approximated for the human, 
so far as its value in maintaining orientation in the 
maze is ccrLrc^/G? ys -77- 
I*  analogous. This could be done by placing visual mark
ings or symbols at various points along the alleys through
out th# mass.

Then, with such a parallel apparatus plus symbols 
to approximate the floor cue, a comparison could be made 
of learning in the two species, and also performance on 
a reasoning problem which involves the floor cue. Shepard 
(6) defines this reasoning problem as follows:

"Suppose in a maze with long involved blinds, the 
end of one blind is placed next to a section of 
true path coming much later in the maze. After



the animal has learned the maze to a high 
degree, the end of the blind is removed so 
that the former blind might constitute a 
short out to the later true path. The 
animal is placed in the maze, passes the 
entrance to the blind as usual, but pauses 
when he comes to the now opening. He 
explores a few Inches into the dead end and 
proceeds to the food box. He is removed 
and placed at the starting point again, 
auecess is shown by his ability to turn 
at the appropriate junction, go through 
the former blind alley that he had learn
ed to avoid, and thence direct to the food 
box."

then, of the present investigation is 3 
(1) to construct a human walk-through maze

which will parallel as nearly as possible that used by 
Shepard in his rat studies;

(2) to investigate the manner in which the 
maze is learned, both with and without symbols which will 
be used to approximate the rat's floor cue; and

(3) to compare the performance of the human 
in reasoning problems comparable to those presented to 
the rat.

(4) That is, in brief, to lay the foundation 
for a series of human maze studies, comparable to the 
exhaustive maze studies Shepard has completed with rats.



CHAPTER IT

Because of the necessary size of a human walk
through maze, it was a problem to find adequate space 
for its construction. The blower-room in the basement 
of Bill Auditorium, directly underneath the auditorium, 
was the only available site. Plate I shows a scale 
drawing of the room*  Plate II shows the area selected 
for the maze. within a .1% I ji '
of six feet, wires were n": ;
and thirty-one the other way, crossing each other 
perpendicularly at two-foot intervals, and thus making 
an area of two-foot square units, eighteen by thirty 
units. The dots in Plate II show the crossing-points 
of these wires. The blocked-out areas in Plate II show 
waste space that was not usuable as part of the maze. 
Directly beneath each point where the wires crossed, a 
two-inch square ply-wood block was glued to the floor. 
A staple or double pointed tack was hammered into the 
center of each block. This was the permanent fjramework 
upon which many different maze patterns could be construct
ed. Cheese-cloth was used for the walls and celling 
because it was easy to obtain, easy to handle and pack 
away, and would provide extremely uniform looking walls. 
Thirty-six-hundred yards of flameproofed cheese-cloth 
were used in the construction of the three mazes used



in this study. The material was cut into twelve-foot 
lengths to make the walls. One such curtain was hung 
over a two-foot unit of wire and pulled down even at 
the bottom to rive a wall of double thickness. Another 
curtain was hung on the next two-foot section, and so 
on until the alley wall was of the desired length. The 
bottom corners of adjoining curtains were overlapped, 
the curtains pulled taut, and anchored by a safety-pin 
Pc i » At about
three feet from the floor, the edges of these curtains 
were overlapped and pinned together nicking a solid wall. 
(See Plate III - Figures 1 and 2). The ceiling was 
made from strips of cheese-cloth of a single thickness. 
The strips were a yard wide, ample to cover the width 
of a two-foot square unit with plenty of overlap. They 
were cut as long as possible, in some cases eighteen 
units or thirty-six feet long where no posts interfered; 
and from post to post where there was such interference. 
The strips were laid over the top of the wires, stretch
ed taut, and pinned at either end with five safety-pins. 
Thus the alleys were six feet high, two feet wide, and 
whatever number of two-foot square units long as was 
desired. And except for the limitations set by the 
concrete pillars and the size, any maze plan desired 
might be set up. The floor of the maze was cement.
(The floor of the room).



Pla te I

Architectural Drawing of the 
Basement of Bill Auditorium
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Plate lia

Permanent Maze Framework

Solid black line shows wooden framework 
Blocked-out squares show areas of waste space 
Dots show crossing-points of wires
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Plate IIb

Master Diagram upon which 
Maze-Patterns are Designed.
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Plate Illa

Figure 1 -Photograph showing details of 
maze construction# Note crossed wires, 
pillars, wooden blocks on floor, wall 
curtains of double thickness.

Figure 2 - Photograph of maze taken from 
above. Note ceiling strips in upper left 
corner# '
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Plate Illb

Figure 3 - Photograph of lighting 
apparatus worn by the subjects.
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To insure uniform lighting and to exclude any 
possibility of the subject seeing through the cheese
cloth walls and getting outside cues, the maze room 
was kept absolutely dark when in use. The subjects 
ran the maze in the dark, their only illumination 
provided by a bright light worn on their heads. (See 
Plate III - Figure 3), Two flashlight bulbs wired in 
parallel were mounted in a rectangular reflector 

the light was supplied by three standard-size flashlight 
batteries in a converted flashlight case which could 
be clipped onto the subject's belt or carried in his 
hand. New batteries were used every two hours to 
insure maximum illumination. The purpose of this 
arrangement was threefold: It insured uniform illumi
nation all over the maze, since the sobject carried his 
own light with him and there was no other light. The 
possibility of seeing through the cheese-cloth, either 
into the next alley, into the outside room, or up 
through the ceiling was eliminated. The effect was 
like that of trying to look through a window in a 
brightly lighted room into the dark night. The light 
was reflected back from the white walls, lighting up 
only the alley the subject was in at that time. And 
lastly, it was a simple matter to record the subject's 
progress through the maze by tracing the path of the

-7-



ü&ht aa It moved along » Chairs ware placed at 
convenient locations around the outside of the maze 
and used by the experimenter to stand on to observe. 
The experimenter wore rubber—soled shoes and carried 
a hooded flashlight, and could thus move at will around 
the outside of the maze without being noticed by the 
subjects.

To make any orientation impossible except that 
obtained fee - 2n - -,.. r- r o cLc

c? to Ti- cc They received
all necessary Instructions outside the maze-room and 
were blindfolded before they entered it. Still blind
folded*  they were walked around to the entrance of the 
maze. Gare was taken not to repeat the same route in 
traveling around the outside of the maze. After the 
subject was put into the maze at the beginning, he was 
allowed to remove his blindfold» Upon arriving at the 
end, the subject put on his blindfold before he was walk
ed around the outside and put in at the beginning again. 
A subject never was walked directly from the end to the 
beginning, but was twisted and turned, zig-zagged, and 
circled around. None of the subjects could maintain any 
orientation of beginning and end in relation to each 
other, or in relation to the room, when walked around 
in this manner.

WK&
Three different maze-patterns were used in this 

study. These are shown in the accompanying diagrams.



1

(See Plates IV, V and VI). The true-path or shortest 
.way is mmbered in odd numbers; the blinds or long way, 
by even numbers; and the alleys within each section by 
consecutive sub-numbers. Thus, a subject's path through 
the maze may be recorded by jotting down the numbers of 
the alleys and sub-alleys over which he travels. Haze 
HI contains one or more of each of the types of blinds 
that might be met in the two later mazes. Human subjects

; -t~2, ""T? rr i

. uu u practice maze for this purpose.
Blinds 4 and 10 were dead-end blinds, l.e., the alley 
had a closed end, and the subject had to turn around and 
retrace Ms steps to continue his path. Blinds 2 and 12 
were circle—blinds. These have no closed end, but after 
entering such a blind, the subject may continue in a 
circle either way, or retrace a few units to get out. 
For example, one may enter alley 2 to 2g and so arrive at 
Jg*  He can now go in a circle in either direction 2^-10 
or 210-4*  thus arriving back at Jg, or he can turn 
around and go back to via 2g_q. This type of blind 
is more difficult than the simple dead-end where the 
subject "bumps his nose" and has to turn back. Hare, the 
subject must recognize in some way that he is not making 
any progress even though still running. A third type of 
pathway, shown by alleys 6 and 7, is the long-short path
way. Two alternative paths, one long, the other shorter,



Plate IV

Blaze HI

Arrows indicate drop-ins.
X indicates either the hanging 
or taking out of a curtain.
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Plate V

Maze HI I

Arrows Indicate drop-ins.
X indicates curtain taken out for short cut. 
a shows how maze is constructed before changes, 
b shows how maze is constructed after changes.
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Plate VI

13aze Hill

Arrows Indicate drop-ins. 
X indicates curtain taken 
out for short cut.
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lead to the same point * The long routes may be regarded 
as blinds in the sense that running through them increases 
the distance to the end. Also it becomes possible to travel 
in a circle. For example, a subject may take 6 from J*  to 
J5 and then enter 7 backwards and get back to J*  again.
Such a pattern should be more difficult than either the 
circle-blind or dead end.

Maze HIX was entirely a circle-blind maze with nine

paths, designated by letters in the diagram. The final 
choice-point lad to a blind alley, 22, and the end, 23, 
Taking all the short paths through was 8$ units as compared 
to 200 going the long way.

The procedure for learning all three mazes was the
-The general directions given t subjects

were as follows:
"%u are to learn to go from the beginning to the end 

in the shortest way possible. The purpose of this experi
ment is to make a comparative study between learning in the rat and the human. It is our hypothesis that the essential difference between the two is that the human learns by a 
rational method and that he uses a plan and takes advantage 
of new situations. Wo wish to see if this is so. foe will 
be given as many trials as necessary to learn Urn shortest way through. -- ------

You are to think out loud as you go, as continuously and completely as possible, expressing any thoughts/feeîing3, 
and ideas that may occur to you. For example, when you 
reach a junction or choice-point, why do you go the way you 
do? This process of thinking aloud is so we may get an 
introspective record of the learning process as it develops." 
A trial consisted in going from A to B and out. If a subject

-10-



rec:. t trace back into the maze for
f-y":<- 1 >- - x to do so» No trial
was considered fla&awd until the subject came out at B» 
Three guccssT^-l consecutive runs satisfied
the crlte'"tcn f La^umiLi:: , An exploratory trial was 
recommended if t&ue aùtject had become stereotyped but 
not successful as W finding the shortest way through 
the maze.

' _'ir s' JS 
'"'L " . _ r . _ -. _ -j" J

c '' -n'l' ..I.. Xr: oC s: y? LJs Lr r y le -

f"3d tel: ....... : té? end. Curtains were un-
plu:3&^ '^ar .—3 r .er : - ; Irt the subject into the
maze at tL-» :%_z 7 pinned up again behind him.
This was done from- 'warlous points in the maze depending 
upon #mre "had been encountered in learning

-- = . - r 7'. '-n the mazes by
arrows.
These dlract^znc :wen to the subject:

"Bow that yuu have learned the maze, you will be 
"dropped" into the aa&bdle of the maze at several points and left to find ywuraelf. Try not to return to the 
beginning^ but za ^Lnt your way to the end in the shortest 
way possible. tninl% aloud, so that we may see how"
you find yourself «* 60 you knew where you are immediately? 
^h*n  do you know where you are? HOw do you know?"
This "drop—in*  pruumaure^was in reality a part of the subject's 
learning, to asaurt whet specific places in the maze were 
recognized as such unf thst the maze was not just learned 
as a series of rwmwnuwes. Each drop-in was repeated as

-—11—



Bany times as «as necessary to give a successful performance. 
The drop-ins used for each maze'are indicated on the maze
patterns by arrows.

It was felt that one or more exploratory trials after 
the drop-ins might be of additional benefit in organizing 
the maze and so such a trial, or trials, was included with 
a few more drop-ins following. 
The directions for exploring were:

"Mow you are to ta ciTcz al Moratory
trials in the :....

u? rcda alîaii '..'rdoubts. Go to the end when you wish to come out and 
start over. Afterwards you are to be re-tested 
ins".

The procedure thus far was followed in all three 
mazes. Then in Maze HI and HIT some changes were made. 
In HI an alley in the true path was blocked and its mate, 
the "wrong" way, was opened up into the true path. Alley 
3 was blocked making it a dead-end blind, and alley 2, a 
circle—blind, was opened up so that by going thru the circle 
either way, the subject came out again into the true path 
further on. In the same way, alley 5 was made a dead-end 
blind and alley 4 was opened up at J*.  In Haze HII the 
pattern for alleys 4 and was changed. The alley which 
was formerly 5 (Fig. a) was changed into circle blind 4 
(Fig. b), while the original circle blind 4 (Fig. a) 
became a true path $ (Fig. b). The directions given for 
these changes follow:

—12—



"Tou are to be given a good many additional trips in 
which we want you to think out-loud continuously and 
cospl^tely, so that we can get at what you are led to 
think about and how you size up any changes we introduce 
in the situation. But your general directions are still 
the same: to get from the beginning to the end in the 
shortest way possible."

In Kaze HII and Bill short cuts were made available 
to the subject by unpinning and pulling out a curtain so 
that an entrance into a blind was made. The curtains 
pulled out are marked by X's on the diagrams. Two types 
of short cutg œæa ucsc*  For example, 9^16 e : 1 

..." ' : . r" T s

zCs-'s .Crzci cC yr
alley 9, into a blind, alley 16, later on in ths maae. 
The second kind was theoretieally more difficult. The 
opening was from a section of true path to an earlier 
blind, e.g. 19—6 in HII. In this case the opening was 
not seen by the subject until he was nearly to the end 
of the mage and he would not profit by going back intr 
the earlier blind. But, on the next trip, if he entered 
the blind and followed it through to the later true path, 
then he would have a short cut. Three short cut problems 
were presented for each of the two mazes HII and Hill. 
Short cuts were presented one at a time and at least 
throe trials were allowed for each one. The directions 
given were the same as those given for the changes on 
HI and HII.

In Maze Hill, if the general idea of the long-short 
pathway pattern was not grasped and the short paths chosen, 



and the subjects either had become stereotyped on some 
path, or had been wandering for three hours, they were 
taken outside the maze-room and asked to try to draw the 
maze. They were also questioned about the pattern of the 
maze and invited to speculate about it. With these hints 
they were then put back into the maze until they either 
caught on and learned it, became stereotyped again, or 
spent another hour with no insight as to the general
i;Si 7:: o -J

/..I? s.. ' j:: "
blind one. j ZSrsw, r&uZz&fzj ci. sLi' cz.Cc
of the -long paths consistently chosen by the subject*  
But for some reason this was apt to throw the subject 
into the next long path after the one they had consistent
ly taken wrong, and that, not being blocked, became the 
way they traveled. So, when it was necessary to hang 
curtains at all, it was coat;' for all of the long paths. 
This procedure was followed however, only with those 
who did not,get the pattern and thus could not find the 
shortest way. A

The subject was asked to think aloud as he was 
learning the maze, and also while performing the drop-in 
and short cut problems. These introspections were jotted 
down as part of the record. On Kaze El particular 
attention was paid to making this thinking aloud complete 
and automatic. The subject was instructed to go as slowly 
as necessary to report their complete thoughts. Questions 



were asked of the subjects on HI if they seemed to have 
difficulty in reporting their thoughts. By t::o ti?o RII 
and Hill were to be run all the subjects were thinking 
out-loud easily and fluently.

After the learning, including drop-ins and explora
tion, was completed, and while the experimenter was chang 
ing the mass, the subjects were asked to draw a picture 
of the mass. The picture was to be as complete as they

rr.ko rr v.V. 3/

the paths traveled by the subject on each trial, Inter
spersed at the appropriate places with the subject's 
vocalised thoughts, and also a drawing or two of the 
maze after it had been learned.

Thirty students from the nry^o?r:r
course were used as subjects in each of the three mazes 
as part of their laboratory work. On the average they 
spent a total of twelve to fifteen hours on the three 
mazes, each maze taking approximately four hours. Bach 
subject was run individually, spending about two hours 
at any one time. One half of the group was run with 
symbols placed at the choice-points and along the alleys 
of the mazes. The other half learned the maze without 
any symbols or other discrete cues. All subjects were 
given the same directions.



The symbols wore simple nonsense symbols. All were 
different though some more similiar. (See Platea VII and 
VIII) » They more drawn in black on standard sise sheets 
of white paper and pinned to the walls of the mass. In 
Mazo HI, at each junction there were three symbols visible, 
io. each alley had a symbol somewhere at the beginning 
and end of it. In addition a symbol was placed along each 
alley somewhere near its middle. In Mazo 911 the same 
placement was used. In the circles the junction was treat— 
of : " - c synbol clcs ? I:-'-
way around the circle. In Haze Hill it was felt that 
perhaps so many symbols were confusing, and so the half
way ones ware omitted and the symbols were placed only at 
junctions. But, to make sure that the blinds involved 
in the short cuts could be readily identified, unique 
symbols were placed in them in such a way as to be readily 
seen when the curtain was pulled out for the short cut 
problem. Those subjects without symbols also had an added 
aid in recognizing these particular blinds in Maze Hill. 
A abort dead-end was inserted near where the curtains 
were to be removed for the short cut (16 and 18) giving a 
means of identification.

The symbols were designed to approximate the floor
cue of the rats, but undoubtedly they were more discrete. 
A rat does not have something discrete instantly available 
to him in the floor cue, but, rather, has to pick something 
definite out of a total pattern. To be equivalent to the 



floor cue, definite differential markings for each place 
should be ru h-cz'i*  but it should be
necessary to abstract these from less clear diffuse 
patterns. And*  these abstractions should not be easily
verbalized.



Plate VII

Symbols Used in Maze HI I







CHAPTER III

The symbol group, in comparison to the non-symbol 
group, showed a much greater ease in running a maze. More 
trials and more errors were necessary for the non-symbol 
group to learn a maze. In maze HII they traveled three 
or four, or even up to seven times around a circle before 
they recognized that it was a circle, whereas the symbol 
; , ........... ' -J..:./ . ur c.. _ -
Two nan-symbol subjects (Hos. 1$ and 18) even incorporated 
circles 16 and 18 into their true path. And, it 
IHII it was much more difficult for the non-symbol group 
to get the pattern of the long-short pathway.

A chart plotting the pathway through the maze on each 
trial is perhaps the beet way to compare the learning of 
the symbol and non-symbol groups. The charts for two 
subjects on maze HII are included as being typical (See 
Plates IX and X) . It can be seen that the non-symbol group 
does much more retracing. In both groups, subjects may get 
lost and wander excessively on a trial or so, but this is 
more prevalent in the non-symbol group. Those subjects 
who do get lost, retrace, and wander excessively, show no 
order of learning at all, with the exception of the last 
j wct ion.

The very last choice was learned first of all, usually 
within the first two trials. The first choice also seems

—18—



Plate IX

Typical Diagram of Path in Learning 
Maze HII for Non-Symbol Subject»
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Typical Diagram of Path in Learning 
Maze Hill for Symbol Subject.
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to be learned early, although this is not so definitely 
_/:K. I'Gr t /. L .ii. ' - . . ', " .
is it learned as soon. Insofar as there is any order
to the learning, with the exception of the last junction, 
it would appear from such diagrams to be a forward order. 
Bowever they do not show the definite orderly progression 
one might expect.

Table I summarizes the errors per blind for the

I

2
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4
. ■ ' • - " S' ''-2; '
6 8 IO 12 14 16 18 . VL 1

Non-Symbols
Total 75

5
71 88 94 103 94 12$ 92 4? 789

Average 5 6 6 7 6 8 6 2 %

Symbols 
Total 44 4? 46 38 49 37 43 37 16 337
Average 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 21

Lût each \__ ' ÛV--Ü». about an
number of times, with the possible exception of the last 
one. This lack of significant difference suggests that each 
part of the maze was run over about the same amount before
it was learned. And thus, even if a subject got lost and 
wandered excessively, he still learned something. This is 
also shpwn in diagramming. After an especially long trial 
spent in wandering, the next trials show a decided drop 
in errors. In some cases, almost the complete learning 
was done on one such trial.

By dividing maze HII roughly into quarters, and



Table II
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R I H III- 3.0
n I n IV — 1.5
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M II n IV - 3.0
n III IV - 4.5



, the ; ' ' . s." 'L . " Zu.- /
quarter by the length of the blinds for that quarter, 
then adding these quotients and finding %hat percent- 
each quotient is of the total, we get the percentage 
per quarter of total error, as shown in Table II*  

Table II

% 
(1^5)

II III
%. %

33% 26^ 25^ 16^
Symbols 225 28^ 34^ 16^
This also seems to show that the total distance travel
ed in each quarter of the maze if n^rrly octr 1*  However 
there is a slight tendency for the symbol group to show 
an increasing amount of time spent from beginning to 
end, with the exception of the last quarter in which the 
least amount of time was spent*  The non-symbol group, 
on the other,hand, shows an increasing amount of time 
spent per quarter from the end to the beginning*

In kaze Hill there is absolutely no order of learn
ing shown, except for the last turn again*  The important 
factor upon which the learning of this maze hinges, is 
the concept of the general'pattern, a series of long- 
short pathways connected by common paths*  One subject, 
(No *13),  described it as "a river with little islands, 
and.one way around each island is shorter than the other**



Most of the subjects had already learned to get through 
' i ' x '. " ' 2. - s . r] cLL'- j _ L < n I .. _J /"' \

lost, long before they had an adequate concept of the 
pattern and could be sure of the shortest way through*  
That is, they had learned to go from junction to junction, 
and, as scan as they realized that the pattern was a 
series of long-short pathways connected by common paths, 
they were able to compare the paths and choose the short

' -XT 

of the did of

' ,1c:?- \7.r Z " —1- ~ - rC

: 4 or G " «L \ as follows; (?." r\, cc
the idea that one path goes hack, r : / r .
%'/' {.'? ^0 g- -r: - „/_ c

both paths go the sane way» Usually the idea of comparison 
dœsn* t come as a corollary to this right away:. Both go

f''' .7.? p- c'" " \

(3) Jknother separate step in building this concept of 
pattern is the discovery of a connecting common path Pre i 
pair to pair. Bore also there is a corollary which comes 
later or perhaps not at all; that is, if the left path 
of the pair has been chosen, then the next turn must be 
left into the common path, for a right turn would go back. 
Or vice versa, if the right path of a pair has'been chosen, 
then the next turn must be right. (4) And lastly, finally 
comes the idea of comparing the two paths and taking the 
shorter of the two. These steps do not always come in
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this order, - but usually all are necessary before the 
" _ cc@"'r n- '
wu/ \;v L tiwt he has done so# Intro-
speetione from typical subjects showing this concept develop 
ment follows

Trial 1: A, . #..Bg-^damd four rights and two lefts, now 
try right"-10^-9^.Q-*hmmm,  owe back, wrong choice"-Bg-n- 
"nope, go back to other tum"-Bg-"no, circle, no good*-  

have to go back^Pg^o-*huh*̂srq#o-"there  * s
- Li.bL- - \ L^c/Üa'/' G.'3''J c -

%", ' ' " ' .. ' ..." »".. :.' - t
il'Z. « ' 22 -3 \,:.y —to üi, tw,front"-ete#..#A.,*,b^-*̂3  lines', this should be a turn
' :X j?. ri , T' %

» J, ":t6 r '6* g go right"-6q-' 
'22 Ct /= c '-^^^-"doubled back, go baek*-^-
Dg- ^l^ls r.:st br r, 'i. Ac j"-ctr,...13Z-Ï4»^Q-"thl^ 
is wrong, I'm going back, a - turn-around this wiy^-13)-etc

Trial 2% A.»...^-"another choice"-Pg-"* bone, square, 
and C*,  those two cam things turn absolutely around, 
choice beyond"-8^-72_o-"see, came right back, 'square and 
C"~72~"darn thing, I can't understand lt"-etc...#B.

---(.1. /. ' ..:'.A r uL/:_ » ; LJ'. i.2<, rlc/.v <-% _
the way through and see what happeas*-etc. ».$B#
Trial b-% A-"now I'll start to explore, took rights, now 
take lefts and see if I recognise any si gns"-aL-l]-"there's 
'Z'*-bq-"and  '3 lines' again, well, take 'castle' to left"- 
4y-"co*e  to 'check, plus, and '3 dots', '3 dots * is other 
cnoieo. go see"-3o -"yuh! that's shorter"-! -etc.*,.  6e-"yun! there's ^face', both go same place, which is 
snorter?, go on"-Dp-"'square and C'"-8w-8g_o-"seven ' steps"- ^-"five, it is 2 "-etc.... comparing for ^length.. ..B.

symbols
Trial 1% A-"wlll keep going right until I find something 
significant"-etc.....B. "That's funny, wonder if wandered 
in circles, don't think so, sure it's not the shortest 
way".
Trial 2% A-"now try left all the way this time and see



what it ramember this right choice
from the first time, 'right triangle' goes to the end, 
%'ll follow through rsy plan and come back to see If get 
#tri&nrl2*
r /" "rL ' H:_ 1K21g^0-**second  choice from end, ïeftÿ "parallel lines and 
perpendicular", go right from here out, try left and see""- 
2O8-o»**ell)  that passage gets nowhere, i.e., right and 
left both go the same point, think right is shorter, see""- 
19*-""it  is, much, come to "triangle", know three successive 
right turns ""-193-Of"Le&@r ""now we have ' clover ", go through 
right, keep turning right, come back right, may be a circle, 
then find which choice shortest"-186_Q-172-""o.k., that's 
circle, cas*  back "clover"* —186.Q-*gotta  try it once more 
to make sure which is shortest*-etc....works  way back in 
this fashion to beginning. « .O^.p-^now another choice*-  
l&6»p-"*most  of these circles:» either choice to a common

-

Trial Is :.L_- / -
"ucllg »o c: \r;:C
on "til find something to eliminate*"-a^o-A-*"oh,  can elim
inate that*-a^-""huh,  did same thing again, wonder what*s  
wrong, no, try left instead of right*-li-^huh,  try this 
now*-2y_()-"huh,  believe back at first choice again, went 
this wày*"-li-""tooÿ  right choice first time, dead end, so 
take other choice"-bg-""well, try left here first, will be 
third junction taken*-4y-*thlnk  whole thing is circle, 
make one more check*-4^o —""just that one way, mistook way 
back, cancel third left, makes it two lefts and a right, 
go on*-32-"this  is also where I just thin -
wny l"m doing any of this, haven't found any place yet 
that makes any real sense, circle: if it is, it's the first 
real circle blind I"m sure of*-K%.o-*try  other way**-l^_p-  
"brings me back to staircase I remember, go back as I did 
before*"-16ÿ-"trled  one way and it was a circle blind. other 
went to place I started from, go back cancel both"*-l&%_o-  
*nevor take opening into stairway again*-16g-*now,  have 
proven everything....this back to place took, stairway, 
so back out of whole thing""-16^_o-**I'm  confused, was her® 
a minute ago, not supposed to be now according to plan, 
tried both ways out, neither any good so"*-eto .... .works 
back wandering in a similar manner, is trying to get out 
of a "big circle".... .K~"*oh  no: well, this can't remember 
so might as well try lt"-l^-etc..o.B.
Trial 4: proved right wrong. dunno why'"-li-""3tart
from here*-2y^o-*thls  way to beglnning"-ai^o-*"yup*-A-ab.-  
"go back to other place now*-li-*this  was choice took*-  
2?-0""took left so go other way this time""-li-""that whole 
thing is bad, I'm back again, took left so take another
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start from here, I'll experiment a little 
if I don t get losf"-32-"nae try thisthat right 
brought me back here again, try the other*-3p-C^-^-b»-  
: : ' ' : . ^:*c  % f '
- ' ' _ L..J? jr, _ ' \,__1 s' -^^@2' ^at for^~l%3*0^^that  was wrong, obviously was here ' 
a minute ago can always get out from here,
so -16^.0-'saw ynat square before, well, don't have to 
worry about that choice, don't go right'here"-lÿ^-^now 
check thia onew-l^-lB^^this doesn't ring any bellsw-l?o.n- 
_th_s ian_ t what I set out to check a minute ago, so**-  
172- two I*?**  this way came out so third is little circle. 
Check this right"-L^-19j-"not too much help, uh, try again"- 
aigp'geu out from here by going right, should go check to 
see which shortest in last choice took*-21Q.n-19?-o-20R-  
"both go to same place^-21@-23^-B, "wrong paths^go back, 
not Sj^p^e eircle—bli.. ?.L ci . " ' s.' " 'va*'  eights".

y ..
» taking the long way to get here"-3p.Q-"lgoing back

, r<o,r 7^- t'/ : i LL - v-\ ,
w.\y"-32-»that (b-) goes >-<tr -./ tl'I:

4 y 9//^ fight back, ^try again*-6Q-:-  :1. check and ücc' 
goes back"->2-0~"yoh, b , nl cr?x"o^

so taxe it"-5^-"and from hsre, have to go this way. no 
choice"-D^-d^-72*@s72-»now  have to take this one"-Ép-"now 
start another one"-eto*..«..B.  *got  your pattern nowr :: j";. 
line a 'river with little islands', if I cbn 
shortest way around the islands."

Twelve subjects, four from the symbol group and eight

- A'L, even after : .j \ _ r _%,h : Gu" crfxiG
offered definite hints. For thlj curtains wore hung
at the ends of the long paths making them into dead-end 
blinds, so that they could learn the maze. When this was 
done they learned it quickly.

2Bgg=ia&:
The symbol group oriented themselves much more quickly 

on drop-ins t&an did the non-symbol group. They were much 
more certain when they got to a junction, of which direction 
to go; whereas the non-symbols had to run a little way in 
the maze, one or two junctions perhaps, to be sure of



themselves. Several trials were usually necessary to get
a successful performance from this group. Typical examples
are as follows:

Symbols

Subject 24
HIT 6g*  6g—"'old cat game"* —6o_^—""amoeba', another
vissions circle, "triangle and C", "triangle circle", go 
out here at "C" "-64.0—""square-scribble*,  that" B number. , « . 
number four, no, number three*-7i-"uh,  Uiird junction, 
fourth, "old-cat and parallel lines""-etc... ##B
. — - ....... - — - - -1 - - - - -
171-etc..#B - - ' " "
Hill 18^*  18^—"in wrong side' again, dead end, thorn" 
whatcha-call-it "double square""—iQg^o—""double square" long 
way"-188-""triangle and clover" , ta^e "clover" ^-L$-*"flfteen  
steps, heyi, that's not what I meant to check, where"d you 
let me in?"—L^_Q—"now, this the way* —172_Q-**lét  me in at 
"square"*-182-*here,  now which shorter?*-i8g-6""ten  steps"- 
l?2-0"""^^® steps, so, if came up to here a couple of steps, 
so, shorter to go on down long path"-18()^-etc, . « .B
Hon-Symbols
Subject I?
HII 6g: 6g-*can  go right or left, go rlght*-68-n-"thls  
is one of our little....this is....my first turning, so turn 
left at this point"—6i i_<-*  sure, rl^it here go right»-6n_^- 
"and here go right, and long corridor should be here"-6iî-#- 
"I'll be d . It isn't, this is right Wwre I was, one of 
my circles*-64-o-"*see  this is my long corridor, now go left"- 
?i-etc#....B
HII 28*  2#-"not so familiar, so go rlght"-2q_io-""ona of
my circles, which is circle?, go right and se6 if come back*-  
24-12~"bh huh, so no good, get out by going this way*-2^_n-  
"my first turn, go left"-3^-*second  to left"-gy-etc....B
Subject 13
Hill 14^% 14i%—"well dunno, so start looklng*-14q_n-"believe  
this is way 6ut, will know fairly soon*-13%^)-14^-*it  wasn't 
the right way. now lost my direction, go back there and try other pa th"—14g_o- "remember facing this section I think*-
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thls"-E-"ohi my stairway» would Lz: ,c saved a lot oàHtlæa If I*d  slipped around here heforo"-15^-etc.«.«B 
Hill 162: :21- :_ _ IL -A.long path to my right I think, so this way to thé end"- 
lëg-^-MstairwBy, walk out"-K%-172-etc....B

%ien changes- were made in mase HI and HII, three types 
of behavior were evidenced. (1) Some subjects realised 
immediately idiot had been done and adapted to the change 
succesefully« They were able to describe what had been

' ... - " " '' '' "
, , . _ ... X -J. ‘ . _ . _ . ' < _ \ ' . ' -

- _L 2-, " L' "/ ?7. ' 21 ' - -

Il Gcsrl'lL - C l?^:c "% 2\ _1; 7: z " c:yi '

were entirely - . Tc? ezc7:Lf)u

Symbols
Subject 22
1< 27,.?. ' ' J/ ' -, '"SI r . -. » - < .
3^g-"blind pocket!, something changed back hera"-3^_o-"no 
signs changed, this passage was a circle (2) » now the right 
way is a blind pocket, will go into the clrcle**»2%-22Q —"that 
'check' is familiar, its on the correct pa th"-J ^-"now I'm 
oriented, 'two dots and a semi-clrcle"-$^-ete..%..B "The 
only change was the first turn."

A-16-"the right is no good, it's been 
made into a blind, take the clrcle"-23-"left is the shortest 
way through to the check, the alternate right choice goes 
way around the clrcle"-2io-J^-^-etc. « . .B
HI (alleys 4 and 5): A-l^-etc. to J?-"'two dots' Is a blind"- 
$A-"oh blind! this has been changed, blocked, passage to 
first dead-end is probably correct now"-$4_o-4g-"am oriented 
now, that 'triangle" is the long way, 'rectangle' the short 
way"-7#-eto... . . .8 "You made my first blind point open in 
the right way and closed up the way that used to go."
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Hon—Symbols
Subject 3

HIT {alleys 4 and 5): A-1&-3thia must be,the first 
change, I don't remember this, wonder if it's a circle"- 
4a_]Â-"it*s  a new circle put in where it always used to 

trough, guess I'll have to turn back"-4o^-"I'll turn 
here now"-%-"hmm, came right thru and used to be a circle 
here, now it's still right"-7i-"yes, my long alley"-etc 
....LB "You changed that around more than the last maze, 
not the same alleys."

(2) Another group simply took the attitude, "this doesn't 
work so the other alternative must work/' and adjusted

- . % . .. - . - - . —- - ' - .. .

_/ - ;; - _ ' . - __ \ - . _ - -- f

-

"UL' .1 3?

SI (alleys 2 and 3) ; A-16-3%-"this is the u \ 
go but looks funny"-33-$-"uh huh, well go back and take 
that other mess"-3$-o~2%-22o-"thls was circle wasn't it, 
here's a hole, that's the correct path"-J^-94-etc....B 
"You moved the pointer to a d^id end; I don't even 
remember seeing that dead-end when I explored."

" c??/y- ' ... /
then it doesn't turn out that way, go look and maybe 
figure this out"-3ÿ-"yuh, here we are, dead end"-39-3" 
"at this point I want to go straight ahead"-33-#""^ so I hâve to go this way"—2%-"well this is circle, opens 
Into the right way"—^4-etc#....B "I'm still 
wondering what happened, I hate to go home feeling like 
an idiot".
HI (alleys 4 and 9) % A-l&-"go this way nown-Sg-aK)-^- 
"this is changed too, well, must be 'two dots'"-$4-0? , 
"have to take this 'cause can't take that"—4g—"this isn^ t 
right (6), this ls"-79-etc....B "I know the general 
pattern, when blocked'off know where to go...«.or did 
you change the signs?"
Non—Symbols
Subject 9
mi (alleys 4 and 5) : A—1&—34y—"huh, doe sn"t look the



seme*  go thl' 1 elrcle"«4y_o-"guess
take what was blind^-5h—"now W%at"-o4-"nop@* wrong turn"— 
64^0—v .
O GU o # o

A-1&—3e"now go right instead of left"- 
58-7%—e %fO mo*  *

(3) And a third reaction found principally in the non
symbol group, was to become completely confused, backtrack, 
get lost, and eventually relearn that section of the maze 
after several trials. An example of this behavior follows3

-Tujonû 14
AH . 1 _ VC, ' c : - 3) 8 " c . ' -3*f
"ÜCL.J 01^*  ?:::O;rtFaa:;: =3-^-'%. 1; left*  du-'"] wC- V'UJL now as second turh"-2^—^o^boy& this is a mess, go left 
goes to the Mginning~again"-2io-**change  of passage 
there"—2^Q_4-"ytüi, wrong way to go"-2g^Q-"I've seen 
this turn'" before, "investigate"-3$-"yuIk, "soon ic, c 
old passage realized I was in wrong place"-3^_g-"go left 
againg-16_0~A-"oM left right goes to dead-end"- l^-3y- 
"yuh, have to go left whether want to or not"-3g-o-Zg— 
"go left"-2io-"another choice, left again"-J?-"my my, 
had to» lefts*  old turn, three blades and two blades" 
r 1 1' ' , oo.B 2"' /.-'fto
start e

Subject 1^
hl (alleys 2 and 3)*  A-16-3$-"^h ha ha, foil at end of 
first tum"-3^_Q-"well, nothing to do but go left, but 
gotta work in same direction, must be another choice 
from which "dbn take the right, I think"—2g—2x^iQ~"oh, 
second choice"?Jg-$4™"hey! at end"-7$^iQ_o-"only trying 
to veer in direction tho"t maze was constructed, but 
now"-7g—"coming back"-6%Q_o-"seem to be going back, either^comlng back too soon in middle or at end"-7ÿ-610-O 
"I keep taking right turns, its rather silly but I'm 
lost"-7^-"am going in circles"—9g—10&-"ah ha, foil, right 
back at the very beglnnlng"-lO^»o-"vA:it, foil on right 
turn, oh, long alley"-ll^-13^-B

After side more similar trials she 
relearned it.
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» : . % .:L. %\ -yj 3 ;
drawing of any of the mazes. The average response 
was to make a diagramatie drawing as shown in Plate 
XI Figures 1 and 4 and Plate XII Figures 1 and 2. There 
was no concept of the geometry of the mage shown In 
these. Such attempts were usually quite adequate as 
far as they went, though occasionally they became mixed 
up at seme point or other as to which a ^th branch-. 
- - \.L_
»_ : .C. - 1, __
predominately fr<»k th® non—symbol group, made fairly 

cir; \cü'?. ' ' o.? - ,
maze, as shown in Plate XI Figures 2 and 3 and Plate XII 
Figure 3*  In general, however, most of the subjects 
were not even able to orient the end correctly with

In the non-symbol group only one subject "reasoned" 
on the first type short cut, and that was based upon @ 
"symbol" in the form of a dead-end. (See Subject 13 
in the Appendix). They would relearn, and relearning 
was abbreviated by recognition of blocks of old path 
after it was re-run; but they did not perform the success
ful reaction of recognizing the short cut without 
exploration. tvith the exception of the one subject, 
no one in the non—symbol group got anything as or nred
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with rats. Subjects from the symbol group got the short
/ -'i ''j ?. : .r .. J.c - , % s,z

short cuts may be found in the Appendix. Belov are 
examples of successful short cuts of each kind.
Subject 30%
BU (9-16) A.....9]~"you took a curtain out; it
opens into a wrong way; *i%vy  lines and curlycue' ; go 
the shortest say; I have been, or have 19 dunno how 
this could be shorter; it enters into another corridor; 
valtt If that's true....."—164_y**splral*...'stairs*  *-  
162_@-*there*s  "checks*. »..yesht, It's shorter"-1?2— 
etc . ê . u

- : ;
'2." .........o.

* cr__ 1 E ; - liLj^ 3c-':"' s-' -
....B.

Subject
BII (19-6) A. * «1% "V-'-'Scr r'-' , "" ? .
usually go right around back....go this say, found 
change, gonna explore It**-68-** two streets go past 'C, 
kinds doubt It now, circle"—68_%i-"'triangle*,  circle, 
no good, should go back now instead"-6g_Q-"*question  mark*,  
out"-1912-20*8*  "was at early circle , noo good"

A...%-"'dog bona, face'
not far ncw"-6g_g-"'question mark*  and out** —19? p-sn-B. 
"was a good short cut"
Subject 27
Hill (21-18) A....21?-"oh....take extreme right"-
I80-A-**take  a left"-19-"oh oh, took wrong path there"- 
19i—21y—"let*s  try extrema lert"-218-"yuh, that's it, 
right"-23.-B. "saw 'two squares' that lecd bnek?ynrds 
soaewhere...didn't take it"

A....Jly-(long pause) "uh huhy go straight 
...no no, not straight, right from the 'two squares 
182-21^-8-234-2.
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Rou.ghly*  spea tivo of they are of ths

symbol or non-symbol group*  three levels of behavior 
c : ' i r » " ' -- ' - * ~ f fl ,:7 ' « In
generals (1) The *reasoners*  $ those vho are success
ful on the short-cut problem*  have no trouble with the 
pattern and are more interested in detail# That is*  
nhey - :c ?r\ ^2\C^is % . fi/ . t - ' \'

— ; - - -, - 'i c . I . LI - _ _

'ill Eind 2mev7 v?hy they dit! so « %h<ay had 210 troubla 

" J/- '7 ' ' '"7" ./ . c ' .:/:o 7 . '

t%-' n L. j, . _' C-s/

concept of the ./T, :. ' 2 , - - _ .o.\c This group
pro^c:' 7 ' 3^% _ 7 'r -7-' "

group. (2) The group for %hom curtains were hung to 
make maze IHII into a dead-end blind maze because they 
-r-. " - - - '' \s:"

take short-cuts at all. They definitely do not learn 
by pattern# They fion"t coo eny Interrelations. Alleys 
6 and 7 in maze HI were a mystery and usually they 
went via alley 6. They got lost on the changes and had 
to relearn that part of the maze. Their . _:: , ?:
like that described for Type 3 under changes. Subjects 
in this group were reluctant to explore and became 
stereotyped on one path without knowing why they took 
it in preference to the other# (3) The group "in between" 
these two extremes took bho^t-cuts*  but by a process of
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rather than reasoning. Their behavior on 
, X<' .... . -, ' ' / " ' :

outs, they often got lost and just happened on the 
short "/ : r . They exhibited behavior
bettor called "relearning or understanding" than reason
ing# In their learning they were not as systematic as 
the reasoners and they didn^t get quite all the 
interrelations.



TABLE III

Subject 6 and 7 in HI
1 via ? 

Accidentally

Type of Concept of Behavior in 
Adaptation Long-short Regard to 
to Change in Hill Short Cuts
Type 3 Curtains Relearning 4

Nothing 2

2 Via 7 
"Shorter"

Type 3 Curtains Relearning 3
Nothing 3

4 Via 6 
" -L"<' \

c> 3

. Via 7 
"One long, 
One short"

) 2

: J" . Nothing 6

Pattern Relearning 1
Nothing ÿ

6 Via 7 Type 2
"Goes back 

:crV'.n'''-

Pattern Relearning 2
Nothing 4

I] Vi8; 7 
'^^Shbrtest"

Pattern Reasoned 2
Relearning 4

14 Via 6
Ac cidentally

Type 3

1^ Via 6 
"Circle"

Typo 3

16 Via 6 
"Circle"

Type 3

17 Via 7
Accidentally

Type 3

Curtains Nothing 6

Curtains Relearning 1
Nothing 5

Curtains Relearning 6

' 'r?.' ' ; :



continued)

Subject; 6 and 7 :L:
Type of
Adaptatlon 
to Change

Concept of
I""21 » ' . in ÈIII

Behavior in
Bogard to 
Short Cuts

18 Via 6 
Accidentally

Type 3 Curtains Relearning 1
Nothing $

19 Via 6 
"Circle^

Ty?)e 2 Pattern Relearning 3
Nothing 3

Either
l' ■ " * •• ■'•; ,'\ V.)

via 7
^Go
^ay"

Pat temi ' .cAx. 4 _ - ? «s 6

3



TABLE IV

7
; ». - ? rz
Via 7
Accidentally

Type of 
Adaptation 
to Change
Type 2

Concept of Behavior in
Leng-cb-i ï ^vgard to

6
in Hill
Curtains

Short Cuts
Nothing

8 Via 7 
"^Fcrks 
best"

Type 1 Pattern Relearning
Nothing

4
2

"Shorter-
.......

Nothing 2

10 Via 6 
"Circle"

Type 2 . ' .2.
Relearning
Nothing

-1
2

11 Via 6 
Accidentally

Type 3 Curtains Relearning 
Nothing

2
4

12 Via 7 
"Circle"

Type 2 Curtains Relearning 
Nothing

1

22 Via 7 
"Shorter"

Type 1 Pattern Reasoned
Relearning

24

23 Via 7 
"Circle"

Type 2 Pattern Reasoned 
Relearning 
Nothing

1
1
4

24" - Via 7 
"Closer"

Type 1 Pattern Reasoning 
Relearning

3
3

2? Via 7 
"Circle"

Type 2 Pattern Reasoning 
Nothing

5
1



Subject 6 and 7 in SU
Via 6 
«Circle»

Type of 
Adaptation 
te Cc\7;.-:û
Type 2

Concept of Behavior in 
Long-short Regard to
in EIII
Curtains

Short Cuts
Nothing 6

2? Via 7 
Accidentally

Type 1 Pattern Reasoning
Relearning

3
3

2S V ' -. , - .
.. \ ' -
Nothing ~

‘s
3

29 Via 7
Ace identally

3: Pattern ~ r . . » i - 6

30 Via 7 
"Shorter»

?. " 2 Patter \ ÀF'

31 Via ?
"Shorter"

Type 2 Pattern Reasoning 
Nothing 3

3
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CHAPTER IV

In his maze studies with rats, Shepard (5) found 
some backward order of elimination of blind alleys, 
though not so definite as has been supposed, Elimination 
was much more definitely backward in the broken-field 
maze; and elimination of the circle blinds came some
where in between. On the drum maze, with no symbols and.

was a forward order of learning» The subject learned 

to be learned was the part past the middle, %hen symbols 
were placed in the alleys, no evidence of an order of 
learning could he found,

No particular order of learning seems to be shown 
in the walk-through maze, using a pattern like maze nil, 
'JJ'L u%oepticù c2 uAi la. s is in
the first couple of trials, and the first turn, also learn
ed relatively early, it seems to depend rather on when 
the subject happens to get lost and/or wander in any 
particular section of the maze. when a part of the maze 
is explored seems less important than how much it is 
explored. That is, each part of the maze is traveled 
about equally as much as any other part. Inasmuch as 
the first turn is learned relatively early, there may 
be some evidence of a forward order, although from this
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data it doesn't seam too significant, .17. -
al.?. 7. - i. i . .izsscjt Sc? ?. ?(; turn.

The key to this maze is In its general pattern; and not 
too mack# except a familiarity with junctions, ;i L ; 
occcmpHshed until a concept of this pattern is developed.

As stated, tin» drum mass with no symbols shows a 
largely forward order of learner. Actually the subject 
doesn't loam much pattern, but just the series of junctions.

& : . : 'h "/ . ... '

- . - ' . - -» - . .% : . L: . ./. -

' ' ' " 7 1' ? 1 - 11 . .. ' -

c _ 1:»:7^ ? ' ' üsyr '- . ~i -

f ,\'L: en JT

s: ziL .3 i. . _ : . /

save space, but perhaps if the traditional right-angle 
junctions wore used, orientation might not have been 
j-v ' -, __ '' ' -

used in this study either, and perhaps if this were dona 
sore clear cut results on order of learning might be 
obtained .

The learning of the symbol group as compared to the 
non-symbol group, r^i: n^L x ; n 02:r -:r:nrc.;rtion
of a series of paired associates, as shown by the charted 
paths. They were also able to maintain a better orienta— 
tion because of the symbols, though not completely, since 
the symbols were purposely somewhat alike.

With one exception, no non-symbol subject performed

—16—



the short cut problems lia any manner : ; . : could ba called

to take the short cuts but in such a way as to be relearn
ing or under standi*' ,:/"/. Hr r. 3 i? , .. - Z
subjects, on the other hand, were successful in a number 
of eases*  Six subjects reasoned on both types of short 
cuts*  Tso subjects reasoned on the first type only*  
Three subjects reasoned on the second type only. Many

(7) sort o.f thlag: he 'tme

ci . "A / u r. : - '\c' ' "

.3-% cv< v":'r.g " - "1-: c - .

reason, ""- jf "LV ' 'c:::--

characteristically patterned blinds# fhes-2 \ oro
so located near later sections of true path that a rat,

- Irri? -f.---- " ' :r; '

from the true path through the greater part of a blind 
(but not including two or t iTcc ; ?: u-i C origin) 
and back into the true path. Then he found that even 
the rats who could not use a floor cue could reason in 
this situation.

The non-symbol subjects are analogous to the rats 
that couldn't use a floor cue*  They also never found 
the short cut until they did so on the basis of running 
back to the old path. Like the rats they couldn't 
discover it or p^Ltnru a?mO; m ""yî

-39—



exploration to connect up with the true path# The next

istloaHy patterned blinds. Gilbert (1) auggeated, from 
hli" J.? . ... %o ; with symbols in
alleys that when the subjects did net get the short cuts, 
two main factors ware involved. In the first place, they 
were dominated by the trip they were on, giving no thought 
to future trips. The dominant set was to reach the goal
" ,__ '- » . »: . 2»._ ) .u :

f . .... .. .... '.. . J. j

. , . __ ' .. y "J. . .. . . .?

. .x "I.-/:' chc: \ ._

I:.'... :.Ci27 '"hy J. . ' L, y

.. ,. c ____./ L.j

ed. If the subject ware thinking only of getting through 
his "régulai" way", which sometimes had become synonymous

' : r : ", ; 7. \ ; I ? -'?

any such thing as a short cut and would miss it even when 
it was immediately available to him. %e second factor 
was a set against entering blinds, which were errors to 
be avoided. This was part of the "regular way" set. If 
?" - j .1^'" v , ' . - ' -hs "ccor ' type of short
cut, the suggestion must occur to him before he reaches 
the entrance to the blind concerned on a later trip. Such 
an error-avoidance set will tend to block the suggestion 
occurring to him even more than it blocks type 1 entrances 
; . c . ?slp in which the opening is discovered.



la the through m&ge these factors are involved 
also. v:r - ' , I? . r * <? ;;
aweesefully on th# trip being run, %e not so strong 
hovever. '" r t . t.z . __ ?. t rr '
occurred on that trip el th the idea of using it sass ta short 
cut next time*  For example, see Subjects 24 and 2$ In 
the appendix*  Also, the large "amount of relearning and 
understanding found as a result of exploring tefaag some

. .17"::'. 7 - . " ? ', . " -L .7^77 '

Z"" v. . .

" ' - / " ' .7 7 7 (L7-. 77w'S

' : 7 "
\ er"; -^7 . r j?.: '<

' ' " _ " ' " .,3." —. 7^ cxc. .

**it Into an early circle, would have to VMsJJz way around 
again-*  was a frequent comment. One subject was even rather 
angry at the experlmentor had found hia short

ent, saying, **that's not fair, you tricked me, the 'square' 
is always the wrong way." On Maze Hill however, the 
strength of this factor lessens, probably due to the nature 
of the general pattern. The "wrong" ways have become the 
"long" ways, . ' ~ r: t.jf L^s S.rrrl " «'cu.jc-r:
was that "either way is just as good, both go the same 
place." This would tend to lessen an inhibition against 
entering and it does. Teo subjects who were able to perform 
ri' Sir r -( - 'S m''!" r- ' p "77/ ^77
any short cuts on HII. When questioned about this later



I' (' T u - ' . ; : circles*
1: . » '  . I - .**

they both said disgustedly*  "oh: I misSea something 
didn't I?"

CONCLUSIONS

1. A re'-»-"  )/ X'».' "--  large enough for humans**
to through designed and constructed*

t V.rr/1 ' 1
- -. ' '-. -r \ - r . 'v ' « . ' * y ... ' • V .-- -. . . ■■ -. . . . ' : , . - / -.- . * - .- ' ' - - , ■• '-. ■ - - - ‘ r ' ■ - - ■ - . -,. , : . -. '.,.■ ; - /

LÜ - \\ < ; - % c o-' ' j. , \

eu, : " \ -r rr.;' , ':'

3» ' V'. ' - r- ? * ' * ' y y' ' Y'
" ' r:' ' -c "1 ~ ?' -'. ' ~ .

be called "" c " " » _ 7 "*
grou]) could do sc 1,: " ' - tt - c .3.1 ' '1

istic enough,

4. Several problems for future investigation have
been suggested.





& Xon-Sy»bol
Bmg Curtains

8éa**-9%-  »let*s  æa*-9&*Q_%_2~llg~*to«  » . . #B. 
A*  * * * *9%»@"112*"Stc»  « « » *B«

w2.gr91-*6^y4.Og.0-l  /g-19g^B .
A.....%^"yes, seventh all6y"-16^%-16n.n-l^_n~

HII (19-6) A.

6k—6? ^_' n n—nf%—B#
mil (21-18) A.....19a-18p-"what?...oh, ^here?"-21^-21y_o- 

_o-162-"oh^-l&2.oZl^-182-21y_g-23^-® .
Â o * o c e 18p—21y—231^-B «

mil (9-16) A.... 9o-**h^m"-162_g-16^-9  .-11.-13-- 16^-9*-
Eg^Q—**nop@** —Eg—9g—^nopo** —90_g—11g—13 j—19g—log—21py_S8—^51f—B «

A. ... . 9nr"^^P^* * » * 18g—21%,#—23h.—B * Ditto. " " " c. / .

mu (21-6)
23%^—B .

23%,-B.
A. ... 3g—Cg—5g—7g—9g—ote. . . «iSg—21y_@—**no  Rood"— 
Ditto*



Kung Curtains
ElA ^-16) ' -* '"r^s? '"Ts, changed*..

remember ho*  I got here; take middle, getting on to something before"-16i+_g-"don*t  knee this, go back and try left"-16n_u-"no, that 
way is a circle"-16i^_g-"tried left this time«-JB-"am going to get me 
lost; left is the way Arom here*-16p^orl7l —"goes out: am going back 

this out"-17i_(y»*left  once, loft telce"-162-162-o-17yl9
A....9i*wnQg  to repeat last tlmen-ld^g-^g-o-lfg-

nil (19-6) A...#9%—l^M"3'"^p-o~17p-19?o-**what  have we here? well.
I come in from center first"-6g- "right"±gg_^_«two rights, center, 
a™*  rl&hts"-6&#_Q-"rightw—%-o-Mha, this leads back out again"*

that part, r.2<"
'' -v -- - -V. v.oy".—

"no goes out both ways, no*  if I take center and left should come 
ri" ?*'  .. -

A,. . « 58-71-9i-lbh_3-162_(pl72-19i2-"no"-19-,

SIi (?-2) A».#* %-"huh, another change, well, go 
^12-9~"^™*  here again, well"-2i2-9-2^^"huh, going 
2j-"no"-22-0""^^^ first june11 on"-3^--"yuh, no 
91-161^ ^-162_Q-172-192o-B «, "

A... . %-*no  good«*%_g-72-etc. .. .B. 
jüfi%f\*O.

in here "-2^»,- 
back, 
goodM-^g-?^-

a.....21g^**this  has been changed, should be a blind 
Isn*t" —182„Q-"lt goes over...Ki»0-l^%^o-"dumps me 

in tnv middle of the mane"—log*16er^Q^l ^3*172 —199—21y—"have to do 
this systematically, have been left, now try right"-18p_A-18A_o- 

alley, and left turn either circle or blind, no good for 
me*-21y-"will  try right from this big Junction"~182_o~Ki-G-15^_o- 

'"~^^$T0"^3^_p-13%-l^3-182-210-182.0-172-"this leads to same 
old destination -I72.o-I82-21y_g-"s(raight"-2&,-B.
. __ ... A.....J^y-^now here's where trouble starts, don't

1% s a change 6r not, three succeeding right turns get me out"-182-217-8-234-8.

mil (9-16) A 
it's here O.K." 
a blind...good"

-9q-"yeah change is obvious, can't be mistaken, 
-10@-"that's blindJo-9(r"try right"-162_g-"that's

_ , 5-2~9o-"try center"-lb2.fr 13^_o-12A n-9owent out center, came back left, this means left and centSr?5on^^ 
nested by a circle, right is no good"-16e_o-"circle of some sort 

be in the correct path":133.o-13?-16o-9n-"oh I
%ing this is just , r.— . 7 clGiad wood':-; S?-17n±"wait"-'ii _
log-2j.7_g-234-B. <- j - «f-u

lb2.fr


Non-Symbole
Hung Curtains

Subject 2 (continua)

23%-B.
Ao « « «^Q—16g—jlS^—21y23^—B*

Bill (21—6) A*  » = » 6y—"bit of a —IS *«,  . z
13^-Q-142-13^_o-l^^-"ln some sort of a circle"^2-0" 
182-21y.^-23^B*  ^Dunno what I did*  a couple of guesses paid 
off I guess"*  

1^-172-172.0-
A....9o-lo2-<rl33-o-126_o-92_o-i62_o-13?_n-14i-
18g—21o-g-23*fB  *

—b)—



gon^Syœbols

G' :'jtï ru : 2 'J :< c zJ / t s c 1 i
v.:c L'i&Uw -vjt-g-Hg-AtcÀ # » «, *B»  "Zhere wer# changes#
bat I don't know what, I just happened to go right and got out# 
didn't bother to learn left and right this time# as not sure"*  

A. » . "directions are to find the shortest ; ? 
whether found shorter way or not"-B*  *yWs:  It ls<

found a shorter way that time# suppose if 
I'd gone that way before would have found it sooner"-9i

HII C19^) A....9i-l^&_ 1—16^0-17^-19?^-"well, I'll go this
this way, riKht"- 

fr 77
' -.-=2-,-- : - ' - - , -- ' . -

. A»*  **91-161».  1-162.0-172-19^2-"I have no pattern
c -.;: 'le': . ,:So**o' .

sLir:.
^1-5" - x'1':: lb 62/u*/.'::  r/:^=C ;is not where this beltmgs# f (. 2 '

^^"^9%2-O"172.o-"oh"—1^2-1912—6@.c-' t»_ ' riu =
^.^^12-0-1912-1^22-^ '^-' -ÂC,
1 /g-1912- ~1^12-2(yw* '

A.»»*+y-"that  was wrong last time"-4y.o-9^-7i-7%_q- 
thls ' cut

A. « » « 4r-' ') —-°" c '

"Y , *"  " %-0-3ÿ4r3<r47*7-«r3 wr3$-

^1-0- >8-6-^9-4-212. ÿ- ^6-8"^»-^ll-8-^12-20"® * "another one " .
A, . . .2)-2^_^-56-8-6&#-6ii_8-1922_2o-B.

(21—10) A.«,.21y-"yon opppcv :.? c &,r.or'.'ü&n"'^' <-- -
before# second from the ond"-218-23&*-B * "saw that dead-end"

A*  ** * Ü&—"shux"—126_n—Ho—13 i-l 9i—"hum"—16g_ "no"—16g_5-172-193-217_8-2VB. 3 J ' 2
A*  « « *17g—19^—21y.g—234"B*

hill (9-16) A»o..9Q-16p_0-J%g-"oh yeah# good# this is the short
cut I was hunting for before"= l^i-17p-19^-21o.^PT -'\

Ditto*  * ~ -
(21-b) A* . * «9Q-lo2.Q-l^-172-19i-21y_8-6n Q-6y-21o-23L-B. 

AwaoeJ^—67—218—231»—Ba



Non-Symbole
Hung Curtains

111 \c*>  'L6 '-/
take it"-112-*tc..T.B.  .

going into ciroles all
the tlme*-92^Hy*te.  » . «B.

A....92—**here*s  where I explored before^ didn^t get#nywhere^l6)M2^^9-9"^****  old circle, that way is no good"- 
91-2~112-*thls  1# thé right path"-eto..* .3»

HII (19-6) A...#19?p-6H-"hey, something*»  funny"-19^"hey 
19%2-know that*»  the way ouf
alley, made...«"-162-16^_b,-"I*ll  be d „ lots of things changed" 
-9i-0-?i*o-6^-6^_8-"I*ll  be ^_^"-19i2_2Qrl9po_Q-172_o-"know
what's happened now, one of those fool paths.T,»righ€"-16o2here

' . . . .» - " - -' _ .-. .. ._ A*  * « , ?1"»\ 2'""^—, o *19%2 —20"^*
HII (5-2) _ - : " ' - -
;< It '-% ~ r.

47-0"%-"huh, -- . :
112-etc....B. '

A*»*»  6""7i—9g—Hg—etc « **cBo

mil (21-18) A 
here"—17g—19q—2

mn (9-16) 
231^.—B.

Hill (21-6)

A*  . * »9Q-"h^m"-lo2_g—16^g—21y_8
Am m «» * 90^2^112—13etc « # . «B#
Ditto. "

A. ... 21A—231^—B * 
Ditto.

. /; ./f\2 '



' A*.,  o " . %' '., -C ' _ -2% «*''  . , \:yi^iùLît oirclw -Jÿ-**#T6&g  e^A"^3f long path"» 
vay to find cut*»9i»"@h  M, tMP one elrel@

I to be getting orr^nherc"-lop^cen<c
r \c%S9 tjr% right*-16Q.^»^sô*-^2^^-3"-^62Zo"l%_Q-
13?.0-12g-*I*n  getting bavled better*" eeran^that"-

G**  *his*-%,_()»92_112_i3yi5^  so

A.. .9?.p»"ehanged right from left here**-llp»ote*  ..5 
Ditto.

(tÿ-of %....v^g-llg-ete.* » *'19ip-**e*mnge here. . -
: ri"c r?,. ~

.......................... - - ' - ' ' ' - ' ' -
-%*  * ' -
Ditto. "

« r. ." \-

t - -r, r, ;/-- _.' --. r . 1 -

/ 2. r _ \ c?' - "br:?-. : -?? -
"1/- ' ' ' %7 7-

:c\ - ;-Sr - .Ditto. - _ _

HIII (21-18) A..».21o-*here'e  change, 
before"-18p^-18^p-21y»182*(y»17g-18^p-  
everything^ but nothing nee familiar".

: - - ' '

: aav throe choices
"Tried

.cli (9-16) A..*.9o"^  c%":e i' %.» \ fnr^iir^ÿ thank goodness"
? .7 1: rcc'--202^c- 1 , x y. s"? f -cuts out a lot of running arum - ,

A. «, *. 9<y»162^<y*l^ —27^-c."tn. ..B 
Ditto.

Bill
change".

A. -JC = "" o /" " '

Ditto.
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Non-Symbols

HII (''-LSI rcL.\. . together $ 1*11
L - - r_t2 \"\cz ,-2..V ...\ v '2_r_»L =15L_?"^ür

lOg-Mno"-lOg.o—1%2- ^ahhh, this is familiar"-137-ete» ». .B.
"Tried both ways and met junctions, so went other way, shorter*®  

A.o«.*92-"those  two ways are i^ong"-9]=2-"that's 
wrong"-llp-13y-ete..7.8.

Ditto.

HIT (19*6)  A.».a new one, try one that leads to 
end of ma%e"-19%o-pn-B* "it worked, another one of those with 
paths four ways, I took one to end, just chance that time."

A.. . . 19?p-6R_i 1 :* ^wonder did I go around in
a circle?"-6A.ii-"is this the one I took before? don't think 
' ? S. "yen".

HII ($-2) A.. ..%-"junction not ' c . p-2k^^-

"this is right"—gg-llg-etc.. *. , ' L
L" /f ul Al'L

a. . « . %_n—7%—9?-e1Êc» * » « c., '^no sood^-
Ditto. _

Hill (21-18) A...,21p-"ah ha, well, I'll try one to left"-21g- 
"my tum"-23i^-B. "noticed a little short dead-end; knew it didn't 
fit with this so didn't take it".

A«...172-193-217-8-23^-#. "leads to a long path". 
Ditto.

' A#.. L \ % .. l^r L',.l , , . i ic L^: left, it
might cut off some, maybe I'll get onto track later"-16p.ÿ-"am 
at the junction with the square; it must cut across paths because 
I come out further along, cuts out a lot"-l?2-193-etc.». .5.
hill (21—6) A....9Q—102—^—172—193—21g—" something new added. 
I'll see if it's shorter"—by—Q-"no, this goes back to the be
ginning so I'll try the other"-67—0—0-"this is same as before. I'll go this way". f >

A. ...93—J6" this leads me one way. This
should lead me back to that new junction." -9^-0-60-218-234-8. 
"I had passed the junction when I remembered the glue spot and 
suddenly realized that it led to that last junction and would 
save much time".

A....Jé-"now I take the way that used to be wrong 
and it leads me to the end faster".

—^9—



Symbols
Büng Curtains

—.%. A»...«%-stops short and
A«..*.9i-hesitates-92112^etc....B.
A* * » * *%*"92-lly^otc*« ..B. "That's no good; goes into 

a wrong alley* « -

HII (19-6) A*  @ « * #9p"112"etc* « o « *19jo"6g_2^ —6j»2 g—19ip oo"®*"I was almost led astray In that d ^thln@: nearlv walkthrough 
the opening." *

A. * *.. 92-Hp—etc * * * » *191?—19iOePOrB. "no good". 
Ditto "

Uli (9-2) A.....%-%-O~%-2^-2k»_<-%_8-7i-9p-llo-ete...19?n-
r.y-: ' ' r"? rir€-', - -

' " ' - Àeooo^r' "".Z" ' " : \ . A' : " s
" .J -- -.v -: . ' '

Ditto. 
Ditto.

-- = A...#9o—"is a blind in the middle"-16^e"yuh"— '
vhat'd I do?"-162-o^W%» yeah, go this way"-92-ll?-13%-

162-"hnh"-162.g-"oh"-16^.o-"no good"-19s»172-eto....B.
A.» «.9o—"nope"=12A""oh"—12Æ_n—lip—13^—16p—"no"— 

l^g.Q—19g—172-etc....B. "
■ Ae o s 0 9o_2-H2-®to.... 17p—19%—etc,.. .B.

Hlii (21—6) a...* *9o-2"12^-12A^Q-etc. *. .17p-19?—21a—"huh,
This is still the wav to the end."

Ditto.
Ditto.
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Symbols

âll ^l-91c(r7r -.1^? ' -c-' ' ' -
91—lost* —lQylO^e%QrlO2«o^*that  * s no

good2*112-137~l?g-162-16a^-9i-"bacK  here egein"-164-3~"shorter 
to the right, I think"-162_o-162-16%_^-9i-9i=o=^a very elever 
snort out172«"192QHB »

A.....91-^here ve go"-16&M3-162-o-172-1920-B

SII (19-6) A....»9i-"my short cut*-16^.o-162=o-17p"'19]o-**lo(As  
to me like I*ve  got one of those situations here: I have*C6R»?-  
"I have"-6^&-19i2_2o-B"

A*  - * * . 2g-2l^-12-"nope "-2g_Q-3 y "maybe this is it"- 
^7^8-14"?*y-(r"^ll#  holy smoke!, have missed that place twice 
in a row"-%-71-9i-"my short J'?: r-17.

. c O L l O _ _ V—- , _ = . -

"LL A..ooo9 ..1% si:.; - oc; ; Z. -r

^3—0"^ %, ulinu^, cheok** —1^*0 —A—1^— **yep ** —3ÿ—%L—
^shorterwould be; where*d  I go before? couldn't find it"- ~

thing funny here"-6^-"no"- 1912—20^h?
_ , A.....*now  see if I*m  right"-2%-"hmm, this
^4-y>6""yëp, cuts off some, not as much as I thought"-
91-i61»_^-162-o-172-1912-"walt.a..no"-19i2-20-B«

Hill (21-18) A.... $21y-"ha ha, better look around"-18p^- 
"this used to be blind, Inu r ' - T? " -, - - 4 ,

-C. ?; -\ : J ' -

3 o i'll explore tills time; go the long way"***2*^7Z^7"^9"^5"^9-0"^2"^96'"1^6"^l"^^^-0"13^-16g-18^-"oh ho!" 
"^17-1^2—0-172—"now the question is, is that shorter, or the 
other way?"-186-2-21y-182.^-172_o-182-21o-"y@p"-22?-"check on 
blind alley"-221-0-231+-B. '

A...."this the short way"-182-21y-8-23lf-B.

nlll %9—lb) A.#.*9O""nh  ho, when did all this happen? another

A. ,.«%-162_^-"this seems awfully mixed up"— 
182-21y_8-23^-B.



Symbols

- .oooc \ - ' "-11around @ 11 ttlew-6y.^-*goc@  thing I ha*-6y-
"uh-huhÿ has that always been there?*-218-2%,^B.

A. » . . *2T~li.o-l"^7"32-O-2^6@-*what  * d I do?^- 
>3»0-*»0.9-^maybe  this is shorter than the other way*-6?_o-"  
it Is 21g—2^-B «,

A» « * « «6y21g—23&^—Ba
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m : c . A.. * « *9  f «^uh:?AzC G: ^c: - ";\='~:r :r,?:
that's a new oæ"-161^3-162-0-*%%^  left at middle one at'
five and stay left*  that's the answer"-17g-18o-"oh"-18a_^- 
1920-9*  "Junction seven was left: now, right*.

left all the way was correct last time g now seventh must be

f°^-9~1^2-0-lo2-163-b-9i-2~i-o-8p-83_8-82_o-"yéüi, second left 
tum"-9%-"now come througE*-16h_3-wgere  righf-lAo-o-^then left" 
-iZg-iggo-B.

_ A.... 9%-"now five is left"
-n-r- ^ay, ' 1 . -%-'. " - - .%: - ' -?«-
a ■ '

«11 (u-ly/ Acoon. ' tS '2'
: :L\ ? . , Iv ' \ Î- 1?. j/

Ae, « a . *̂1 —Ibg^Q—l?p—-^91 2—0
Ditto. ' ""

A. .. o » $g"»72^9^—16*̂  3—JLbg^Q—17p—l$pQ^B « 
Ditto*

(21—16 ) A* .. *w^ly—"huh, z?nc z C?''' n
S'ê; ' "W ' " " ' - "c 13 : j -, ?.c. :« "%; -, 2.1 z,
^2—6"*'hey $ this is that little blind alley*  ^two squares' went 
this way"-l%.(^* 'two square**  :"-18o-2-*o.kl , will take me out

"A 'back-track', quite a short cut: wonder 
it there's another?"

A....2y-"should've gone left*-32-"look  down here" 
6g—"chock here"—8^-92—112-13^-"try here, haven't seen it in a 
long tim$"-16ÿ-"o.k., now this way out"-18g-21y_g-23^-B.

A*  * * *18g —Sly^g—23^-B*

mil (9-16) Ao*..9o-"hmm,  nine is right-..but..«well, see"-
log-0-2 -162.<-2-"question is, which is closer to the end?"- 
16g-y-2-"not that way, think this one"-16^ "maybe here"-14^
"come this way"-133-193-182-"o.ÿ., go bacE:-182_o-16c_2-9Q-w8^ 
this goes out, shorter*-162_ÿ-182-18p_o-16^2-9o-162-o-1^3-18p-

here"-18g^^-"other way"-18^,^"yun, sure, from there, to here, 
and then out"-18g-21« ^-23^-B.



(comtAms# ) Symbols

-^7 " »

(21—6) A**.«.9o-16g^$g —18^"21y^g—this way out* —
62-<r"ho ho! If I go right on five instead of loft*-6ÿ-21g-  
2^,-B# "Found- another short cut, cuts deem-: to Sevan corners*.

Ik @ O O O o 6y-21^-*got  lost somewMre, took the wrong 
opening** —6y_g—6g_p—21g-23^-B. "Other way a little shorter*.

A. ... *6y —21g—23^"B*



Symbols

\ \ A* . « * , a c - <"%i ' . -

. , *This  time I*m  goimg to figure out exactly wbat
zias .een eaanged.*'  A*  * ». »91""Another path; this is the change" 
^-O-l-*l-2-"from  here on, it*e  the same^Ug-etc....B. "

"Haven't I the shortest way yet?"

fill (19-6) A...."I'm sure I had it right the first time 
around «-^3~^i2^4-2^_o-3y*y*take  this way. don't see any sense

A« « 9^ _o-ll^-13r?-"wait g "-13^ -

A*  A « * .
3-?12''^7-; "7'C\-

1—

-tIL « t - .'% <i '

7-8~*  <12- 
r-'. c-

when didn't take long corridor
question mark'." 9 C r'^ -T -I . ' . -- . -' -

A# # # «. 5g—7: :nû.O'^«=^_«=.':^_ /; .

in circ±e«=6^_g-"Ho, there it is*-1922-?fr® *

"circle"

A. ... * %-2^clrcle, no 
' " ",

a

Hill (21-18) A..AAAiyg.wtrue path doesn't seem changed» maybe 
should have looked for a shorter route"-19^-21y"go on through 
ana look second time...something differont^here"-21g-"must have 

way"-23o_2_o-21&_o-2O8_Q-"just in circle, knew 
that -19^-21y-"thls has been changed right here".21R-23t-B.
Saw an object like a 'bird' but avoided it and took other way".

A.».AA21y-"there's change, better godown there and S0C^-182_^-"yeah"-19^-21y-"can cut off a lot there someway^- 
-O2-6-* /2-0-"now let's see, take 'two dots', take 'corner' in
stead of 'clover'«-172-186_2-217_8-23:rB» "That'll save some 
steps*'.  -

A..o.»172-'pointer"-18^^2—21y—"now let's see"- 
Idg c-"*two  squares'instead of 'two dots', that's lt"-i8o-21o e- 
23k$B. /—o

A» . o»« 1^2 B.



Symbols

* A# « » « c / c»_' \ \ - ' . y /

#4rl%Z* *** thon**—16 f "^1"" there * s ay other 
short cut, hope can remember that ? g-,

A.... »9o-**better  go both vays"-!^ g-*that
way before»-16^.2-«no% *7»P»  had the best
gay^-log.ÿ-^-^one short cut into another"-18y21?_A-23h.-3.

A.. o * »9o-162_^-182-21 y_8-23i$-Bo ~ ,

hfli (21—6) A....»9Q—162_^-18p-21M_8-"think I went out
this way; better check ho*  these two go^-éy.o-"took this 
path here, now see where this goes to"-6o-o-"if remember o.k. 
'six' comes before this other figwe"-C2_o-"veah*-Co-*wbe2»  
nor:? 4n f,': *F'  instead of "six'".<-.3» ' nr—»
'' e . '

Aaacc- -» - . . , - -
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"C; (9-16) A.#., :. 7?^ û_ / . J ' L
1*11  go by it"^91-2^112-et0o...B» *nes  hole léd into a blind 
«bore I nas put."

A»...#9i_a-llo-etc....B. vav"
Ditto. -

HH (19-6) 9i g—11,,-etc.... 19^-"I * va come upon aA
change, three ways, 1^11 go^straight 
back at third junction"-?? -9o-Un-etc 
baek"-1922.2Q-3.

ead "-68-n-6&».o"-aa
. .19^g—**no  good, goes

A. ». * «91 «.o—H9—^tc. o 
Ditto. " "

'"X r. .e, n=^

etc»..B. "Ooes into blind backwards." - L. _ _
Ditto.

(21-18) A.r, ur :
left blind^-lSg,' «=^'-r ' 
at another left 3unction"-17y"quicker to go back"-l?n n- 182-21^.8-23^-3. " ' "

A#... .Ji*9-"oh,.  am I supposed to take the shortest 
way? then go right at * squares ' w-18g-21y^-23^-B. "I first 
realized it was a short cut when I stopped short at that choice".

(9-16) A....9o-"whieh 1. -
': " " ' u?'2 \ V u . . , VL.". pL : ü

ahead '—9Q.g—Up—etc. ... *18p —21m.g—23^—B.
A«...9Qr**thi8 time try another just to see if 

zhything shorter that way"-169-"um, left"-16o_n-19^-18o- 217_B~234-B. - u 3 2
A. ...9o-**try  third way, see what happens, other 

was short cut"-16g—$-182—217.8—23^—3» "third way shortest!"

iHIi (21—o) A....90—169.^—.t8p—21g.g—23L—D. "didn*t  see
thing new."

A»...90-"o.k., see what others look like"- 1^2-(r%9%-"not changed either"-l^.Q-16o.^"rlght still correct" 
lOg-giy-^see if others changed at all"-21$.o-^one on right 
n&sn*t,  see if other has, take second fro*  left"-lÿ,.Q-Î9a-"no, 
shorter, go back"-218-"apparently same as before"-23%-B.

A.... 90-162.^-102-217.8-23^.-8.



Symbols
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HU (9—16) A...o.9i—t*s this? things have been changed,
don't remember this at all"-16%_g-16g_k-9i-16L *-169  ^-«some
thing messy here somewhere, now wait.Jthls loois f&Allar.., 
yuh, I'm almost làC3^"-17g-19gq-D.

Ao...9i-"here it is"-16^_^-162_o-172-192(rB-

Eli (19—6) A*  * * «9i—16i^,g—16g^Q—17g—19TO—*here  it is, turn
right because of sign"-6@_ii~6&*_o-"heyf  what happenad? start 
this thing over, thought was on right track"-7i-9i-16k_^-16o n*  
17g-19ig-"yes»..now I know...let me see...sure, I thought I was 
way off; you just switched that "question mark" on me: you

^7' ' -,c- ? 9;
- -, c '

ISI ( ^-2 ) A.. 0 .
nere?"»-l^-3y&^-«that hole is 
again"-%,g-7,-ete. . . .B. :4': «% 9 r; y c; c 71"

A.... %-8"Zl~^tc. ...B.
Hill (21-18) 
^7-8-23k-B. 
o.k., so...*

the right way, so take it"-1% I u been wrong, woulfve taken other, but
A. . . . 21y-»nope""-21« 8-231,-B.
Di tto.

(9-I6) A»...%-«change

s"£B3£ks2“""
Ditto

Hill (21-6) 
way«-6y^$-7g-

thoas holes.*" Ditto. «Go way I know; can't fool me with 
Ditto.



Subject 13 Non-Symbols

W-J?/ A....9%-^a new situation..»& new hole...^zn 
- **̂Gnt  left here before when only 2 choices...now a 3rd is 
added...remember this spot...start out and look around a 
little«-16^_g-16^^-9^-"comes right back...take other

^his Is a familiar spot:...go back and memoriae.

shortens things "-19g(yB .
A...."take extreme left and then left and come 

to a regular spot on my route"-9i^l6%_3-162_o~172^^

nil (6-19) A....19i2-*here <@ change, but know this way to
endM-igao-B*

A...» ? ?" I :. . ii'Ir - 7? „
2, - \jc<
was a at flignt of stairs now opens up as short way out"— 6%f-6%_g-"yep... turn left here and go right out"-l%n-^n 
"Bhiz through on next trip!"

A....)8-"here*s  my stairs...switch to old 
circle... shorter way out"—6i*. —6^8—1920"^" "a backtrack near 
end... dr de that came out near beginning".
HII (2-5) A....%-"here is another change, well...check
each way"-2?_i^-"dld just what I expected"-21f_^-5A-"that 
cancels thau"-)g-6^.-6gL8-1920"B. "that last no good...just 
Introduced a circle...no shorter".

A....%-^one to right hand forms a circle with 
another on the» right...other goes to staircase way and out.. 
.waiz.«-25_lt-jB-2%_Q-"thls goes to the beglnnlng"-lÆ_n-A-"ves. 
...what i thoughts..that definitely don't want"-16-"oK ho! %, 
forgot that way brought me back...see if it is shorter"-2\- 

cam® from closest to beginning...that's longer 
way to beginning...so if go through two blinds get to end 
the shortest way"-58-&+-6 5-8-1920-B.

Bill (21-18) A....21y—"well...here we are...trace new
choice to see where comes from...try R flrst"-182-6-"believe 
this very near beginning here...look up here"-17p /}-%-. n- 
1^3-0""^y staircase...now will know when I come to it^Z' 
15o-J17-"thls where must switch and take other path"-18o-21? 
"tnis way out"-234-B. ?

A....13g-"after staircase..."-15?-".. .now 
come to place where make SC"-Ki-J17-"here we go"-182-21y-

illll (9—jio) A... # .9o—-tnis definitely new here... .well see
whe^'e it goes. * .Dh# » .huh!.. .well go left then"—16p^n—"go 
back a little farther"-153-"stalrs!...hadn't gotten that



HUI (21-6) goodness, even more nov...that
way to end.. .nov cheek and see about thls-^-6?^-J5-"%o 

little far t her * -Co-1 " yes...long paths at beginning
%*  a °Cf on long way...after my 2 longstraight paths«-67-2I8-234-B.



Curtain*

Eli (9-16/ A*.».9i-"long  passage to the left....now
changed...someone opened a nee one, go off right...no 
still left** —16^_g-162-o-"try here"-19c_o-l^%—**b(%K**-  
1^2-"Circle DE**-i4iwO-«away  from ruffle-**-l^<-17o-19po-B.  
**%>unno where opened to...didn't use it...went same old 
path**

A....^-**here*s  new pass...3 choices left 
right way...middle circle, was before...still think so... 

thing is circle..«go R, no...go this way** —9g—*here*s  
box**-ll^-13y-"short  way out**119$-etc.  . «B. "Could try a 
3rd part, doesn't look like anything..«2nd way is shortest".

A...«9i-"3 choices, extreme rightthis 
«Sfcle*. .check for sure** —10^i^-"didn't do any eood^-KM—n- 
'/ "'P. - / 1 f

HIi t%9-6) A.. ..9i-**middle,  nope. T, ' :
lr.-:u-Lr - \...wellZ.-«

taxe middle pass**-b8_%i-6^_o-"dld  it this time...back to
Lhe beginning.«.better retrace** —03^—62]/ \o"**now  take
^t left"-68-9-"ye3**-6g'-3-29?.2 —*both  run parallel"-19i o-on-R
"Both parallel...wrong...lead back". ' ----

Ao..«172-^This woulda been last turn if you 
hadn't stuck in more**-19i2-*how**-19i2-0-"Going  hack to black 
mark...go towards it"-18g-"Seeing if can avoid 3 nlaces « « « 
just chalk this up to exploration"-18p.n-19io-"extreme 
R leads out"—192p^2Q—B * 

^hmm, both same place"-%.g-"yuh, here's my long alley"- ™ 
>8-6-2gUf-2q_o-"now I'm getting mixed up"-3/-"huh, now I'm 
in a yss"-^y-"oops, no good, am in a circîe"-4y_À-"thts 
way"-%-"no good, goes back"-%_g-7i-etc.. .B.

A.... $^-"no. ..go on, no good in there%«8"7etc. B
Rill (21-18) A...217-"This is change right here"...2 ways
to go...try R first"-182_^-"That*3  DE"..186.o-21?-"now"- ' 
Idg—this way"—17g—"this is an old turn, ôn before"., 
yuh on way out now"-19^-21y-"that was big circle...this way 
out"-23^-B. "Very clever: landed on a familiar passageway... 
automatically took it...went in a big circle".

A..O.J17-172—19^-21g—"left is the way out"

dill i9-16). A....9o-*oh  gee: went right here...gave me
a way to go ofx n but gonna stay left"—92°"H2™ remembered
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(continued )

«A:-' ' %:," 'Hoek-.st .3:% ; :o«. to middle
foul z» .up.*-13T-@tc.**B«

Ditto.
Hill (21^6) . »21y"^ean*t  foul g»e up on that either"-

Ditto.
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BI1 (9*16)  _
to go hare. Ho# remember ehat this looked like*-16if_g-JB  
"Oh*  SC through maee...this looks like choice on my way 
home*  *.-162-0-172 —"One looks alike elth later one, both 
left"-lo2-188*3-182-ô-l?2C43*  "Led sooner to the end.». 
eliminated 5th"a and some lefts" (16 and 18 in true path)
HZI (19—6) A*  * . . 19? p—"Has something been done to me?
Doesn't look so terrifically familiar." Well...6A_ii~*hODe  
know how to get back"—6i^»0—"Oh oh*  — 7%—"yes, proves it"— 
"huh! sure fell into this, wonder what did wrong" well... 
9%-etc. 19? a—"this semas to be path took, but to get to 
the end...jagged didn't*-68-19%2-*so*ething  is foul" near

>^e..now what was dore?"-19- j-

z;\u_ -71-Tri-.O -:ü$8-5-?unless someone»..found this led to -rtly'
% '-'"'.I': :1' b^c:2 L-/- , c.-r

go back way to get there-6L-6%%_8-"yuh here*.  i .
other side of same thlng"-O8-5^"huh...go out there" «get 
back on early path...take it ag@in"-6^o-"there's long 
alley, yuh"-7% etc. 19?p-"now dog-gone it. not in there"- 
19gQ-B« Didn't take it.

1ÜI (5-2) A.».»58-"oh so soon something been...choice
again where shouldn't be...hope I know...well"-2^_L-2^Q- 
"Oh my...this is first choice...sure get messed up.«now 
what'd I do?....oh well"—3^-%—"huh do that again"-2cjk-

-""'I ? ,r< : \r : " " . - [ ' . ' '
"this my 3rd choice,^a^ged steps"-^-etc. B.

... 5^—*̂here  1 am*  « .n.g. , but. » « *—22nr*
"now this first choice...oooooohh!"-3y%-«darn, go in 
once more and that's all"-2< K-2^_o-"darn it, going back"- 
2^-"now how to get out"-2i2-p6-0-*ooooh!"-5o_8-7i-ete.  B.

A....3ÿ-"huh, wonder if go this way*-25-2u_g-  'this way"-2g^22~"° nutsl"-2^,g*5^_Q-by-"oh» ..circle"- 47-o-56-"n.g."-$6-8-7i-etc. °
A..^.^-«n.g., just get mixed p7?-ete o. S &

Hill (21-18) A...«21y-"something has been done here... 
this is the way out"-23b~B. "path goes into the middle 
somewhere...saw my jagged path but near end so went on".

A....21?-"now this the point where somethin? 
was done" "know the end to my L" "know jagged oath middle ' 
oui. just not curious enough to go back and walk ground 
again" - 23%-B,
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Hill (9^16) ": rr% - ~ "3^
probably dead - 16g^g-*whieh  way coma frwi..
oh here...took a right here^-92""on right path, nothing too 
intriguing so kept going^-llg.....17p-19^-21y-23^-B-*shortest  
way....stay on short way". ' " '

A....9o-***ell  shortest way is regular path 
but if you want me to get lost in De*s  O.K.*  -Ibg-^this was 
DE...yes*  *now  ieft...DB al8O*-162.$-16$^2-92-*am  gonna get 
lost*-llo-*no...I'm  on old path...2 DEs^o n.g. and one 
back to plaee earns from n.g.*-13^-l^-172^l96-21y*investi-  
gate this*-182»^-* oh that's a DE^-186-2-*that  
J17-*uh-hnh  when come to this choice take R not L...8C then 
to end*-  182-217~23*»-B^"rcallsod  when came to pt. in middle*.

ugain...that^s n.g..Z.when take it get u^r.'zi
Hill (21-6) 1"- en/:., * L'uC ' ». . ....... ' ' . , 2%
23lf-Bo *v7 .».»«. \ . ?c 'r i -"clr? «>o J.y t
wanna get lost*.

A«»...218~*spose  should try it*  6y.g-*huh  
blind*-6^,(rCg^i-*kuIic  1 .ry 2 ; »
to walk around egain^ÿ^-yg^g-Qtc. 21g-*that'fs  n.g.... 
goes way back to beglnnIng*-23^-B.
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(9-16) choirs here: or <?. y this
right,- vhat*a  other?"-16^-16i^-J3-«Huh...a eircla^"' 
162,4-91-161^.16^4-9%-"lost?...no...that into circle"... 
an@ this into"circle"-102-102-0-"yes, well that into circle, 
so turn left here, as used to..."-llp-ete. B. "Went mv old 
path...not sure about that new hole"? "

A....9%-"now It starts, that way circle, that 
way circle, this way goes on^-llg-etc.

"Goes somewhere and loses me, but will take 
a look as long as I'm put in again" A....9%-"well here I 
am"-164«2"^ huhl-162-4"9i-l^*-2-16  o_e"Circle like I thought... 
where does it go out?*-162-o-l53-o-137-o-"*hi stle!"-13?-1« 
"that must be a SC...here's where came out"-162-162^-91- ? 
*yeah"-161M3-162_Q-172-192O-B-"a sc comes out backwards
" .J - : u o, '? c n» , ' "

"Hole led into another part of the but it must~have 
' ' I was on %.. / / ' s
explore it. good",

A, . * $19%9-"weil not gogma like this"-6^-60.11- 
JB-This is & circle"-^ SThis near beginning"-64-6i 1-8"®? 2-?0 

which was 6^0-*̂  long alley to A" 7?-
yes:-7i_:r- **$c  just before long alley..?
shortens decisions to about four".

A....^g-"here it is-^,-ete. B.
Sil (5-2) A....%—"huh another one...well get mixed
again"-2^_i2-"this a circle too"-2%»o-"0hl...follow back to

7. L- t%?n \^Z2 SC."-7\_, cl %, ' .%,
-/ ' . _? ..3:/ this ?C' ' '^1?,.to R...waifno, don't take it, take SC*-&,-621-8^%2-20"B.

alii (21—18) A«..»21y—"little 2^», that wav out*..just  come 
in wrong way then from..."-182_o-*here"-172-172-0~Ï82-217-  
^2-0-1"yeah my old mlstake"-16c o-15^-"here"-18o-
21y»2 • ■ ■

A 0 0 18g—21y—B.

Hill (21-6) A...9o-16o-$-"oh blind end"-16%.o^l^2-18o-
21^-218-67.9-69^-67-234-8. "

A.. .l^—32-67—21g-23**. —B.



%w*Symbpl3

-'"'L'" see».*ordinarily  here
be going right...where's right...here...now left now...now 
right...* —9yll2—ete. B.

A....9i*"oow  supposed to....4th to left, went 
right here; fifth to left, went R...got out...now I'll see 
where this goes once"-l&H»3-"that circle!...is this a 
short cut?.#.*-16g_i, —*thls  is a circle...a circle is no 
sc* —91-^*0050  here...out again...what happened here?...go 
in again* —16i^^—16g_n"17y*now  go R* —19gn—B*  "That' s much 
shorter...cut out a lot...but what did I do?...It was a 
circle...and before I knew it I was out*.

"Know it's a SC....goes through circle to 
intersection...but would like to know just how it's hitched 
up and how much it saves*.
-- « : .. - j____ ' ....
if turn right come out to this point, go left get to 
intersectlon*-9%_2-"this  it, yeah, or another one*,  "back 
up*-92*i-*yeah,  don't get to fifth, ch z -- Gor??
go righw*-lo4.j-*this  is that clrcle*-16p^)-*so  gotta go 
back, lost*-162-16j_^-9i«*that's  cizalc, 
not open to this passage, go this way get to junction here" 
164-3-*other  way do too*-163-4-164-9- "e 1 ther way to here*  
16o_4-9i-*yuh,  so goes into circle and out to inrorss ?f'f. 
which one?"-16 4-)lo3-9-*now  which shortest? go other way, ' 
see if can teU*-9^_Q-*this  fifth turn to the left*-9o  -- 
*and here is..., this lt?"-Ug-"and here right*-13y-"and  
here left, this not it eithwr-*-lÿÿ-*ls  this it? no, go 
right*-172-"wonder  how it comes In?"—19go-B.

-- zct-."-"' r'Jcn— ' -
section, but which is lt?"-164-3-*that  circle? sure is"- 
log_4-*so  am back*-9i-"come  in in circle"-16^_^-"this way^ 
ewe out either two other ways"-162_o-*at  this point... 
huh, this not familiar, if circle, go in left, go right, 
down here then*-172-172-O-"this  right, this left if back 
up Mre"-lfÿ_o-*ch,  I see, here's my fifth left turn, gotta 
go back some more, beginning to see where it comes out*-  
137-Q"^^2-0~92-i""fifth to left out to place here, other 
one does too, here's where go in, left shortest"-16k %-"] eft here*-162_o-*and  uh, to right"-l^$_o-l^-"and this wh^re 
make seventh turn to left, would be this way*-15<-"then  go 
right here, way to short cut*-162-o-163-4-*yuh,  now got it"- 
just before fifth turn left, place go right or left circle, 
left shortest*-164_j-*go  left again*-162-o-"thls  comes fr<%B 
seventh left turn so would be eighthturn"-172-192oB.
RII (19-6) A...#19ig-*ah  another one...no opening here
before...where does it go I wonder?...that goes to the end., 
now wonder if get out quicker that way*-6g_^-JB-"two  of 'em.



Non-Symbols
this circle...goes back,».go out and see-6^.o-*8o. ..is 
that my long corridor?«-7i-"sure is and I vas almost at 
end and now back again...bow'd I do that?**...*my  long 
corridor...go loft"-9i~*now  «V SC" etc. l%Lg-"and here's 
this thing...how come around this post. and that..,.how'll I remember to find me?"-68-g^H-8-ll-&*-0-"*his  is my 
long eorrldor"-%-O""oh for heaven's sakes...go left here"- 
*fy-"thls isn't where I wanted to go"-4g_n»-*lf  this is 
a quick way out I'll eat my hat...get outa here*-bo_o-*here's  
where to go"-%-"go right here"-%-"may as well go down it... 
no matter how you figure it, It goes back"-?i-9i-etc. 
19i2-"there's hunk o'stuff that leads back to the beginning., 
not going that way*-1920-B.  "Another SC...last time on long 
alley saw it...one direct to long corridor will be SC,...2 wavs 
...one backtracks". "

_ -7 I - -, ' - .%

..... - ' ' -- J %. . O ,y, 
right, go left, gcc, that's the place"-29-2k_]p-"clrcle"- 
tank-, .want to turn left instead of^right"-iw="Qh!" 
4g_i^-*if  this left, that right came out"~^iL.o-"circle... 
go down"-4y.o-?right back again...that no quicker...that's 
not it then...go on my regular way"-g8-"third to R...if go 
R, goes to long corridor...try left instead"-&k-JB-"yeah%. 
here we are-6^,g-"that the same post?"-6A_i1-"this brings 
me in circle..«down that way agaln"-6^_o^"thlrd turn... 
long alley...go left here before corridor"-7i-7i.o-"now 
before it, here's where go ldft"-&»-6<_8-"now, if don't go 
back again, this way to end"-1^2^o-"now which way go here?"- 
Izg-o-i?^-^ncw back to 8th spot...this where said
long alley...wty not make It direct route"-6$_8-&^.Q-"so 
turn right to get on corridor...3rd turn to right...yuh 
leans down long corridor"—71—"When get here supposed to go 
left...this long way around...so back up now"—7j[_o-*my  
right at this third point, so instead of going R go L 
here"-6&,-6g_8-"and here's where come through...coms out here., 
and out"-19%2_2(rB* "Got it now:".

HII (9-2) A....%-"at another one now, where does it 
go? wait, see if this goes as usual"-%_g-"yeah, now"- 
9ÿ_^-"wonder Is this a short cut too?"-2c_L-"must be in a 
circle again"-2^_^-"try this one now"-2y_ig-"this to same 
place"-2^w-"yuh, here's my hole", "well, was a way but of 
circle back there"-2$u,-"here, now go this way"-2%_o-"thls 
looks familiar, goes to beginning, go see"-lA_n-A-"oh, short 
cut too"-16-2g-2k^.g-"thls shortest now? see"-2^_k-"now 
try thls other way"-2ig_c-"no, that's longer, how much do 
1 cut ofi?"-96-0-3p_o-*dunno  as much difference



Subject 17 (continued) Non-Symbols

bAortgyo»K« Cwic^ s&ort cut lu h@r@^«6L—6=^ %—"now to left and end*-19? n
A

r^v' -'o-

dlli (21-lb) A...,21y«where*s  where it's different, the 
very last turn, things changed, see if end still same 
place"-218-"yuh"-218_rr217-*now  khat did you move?"- 
18g-*oh,  my dead-end", "ordinarily went left. can...ohl 
think I know something, if took right to dead-end would 
come out much faster, that's deao—end, now up this way 
that junction-182_o-"now see where this goes"-17o-"goes 
to here where other side goes to same

r—.. . .......but case from this way^-iyg^^-ÿQ/ü.
2 ---s point go :' " ..

one
unis on way b@ek-i93.Q-**here  nineteenth# tAat to viph*̂-  
ffÿwQ-^ere eighteen» if this to right, this way baek«-38 
Ageing back, got wrong turn somehow, do it again"-21^ n-

A. -

where case frc«B»-i7p-*at  thi
right.

wrong one. am looking for that point other one leads back « «wwamwaca want to go back and all around again*-Bp-9p-Un-i3^-i<9-K?  = 
here turn left*-172-"aad  here this my^eighteenth posi-

^.eftg should turn right"-18p^-21^- 
- - --- -- - - . -

here, turn leit down tnere so"-16g-90""how here we are- T 
turn right, then turn left down there; so 

thig go right and that's way ahead inthis thing*-162_o-"so  see how much time save*-16p-9n_p-llg-  
13^-wso short cut cuts off all four steps"-16^-"now IU1 ^12^^
afeer thorn, go right"-6?-218-234^. "go*a  short cut, gotta
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» ' .'^1 j

' ' -"ZCc.' : _; _
A.e.eCg—*my  long corridor and 

going left, go rlght"-6y-218-23^-B. no^ Instead of



Curtains
" . - ' &«ooo ? a7x , ?- j ehoioes

now, try thi8#-16^3~%63^-*taka  other path«-16i^g-1^9-^- 
^that's a circle $ turn and go other way«-l&-"no*-10i_o-  
91—"goes into circle** —91—g—llg—12g—"last time this was a 
eircle**-12p-3-*still  i$*-12p-o-^go  other wav"-137-**didn*t  
go way wanted, take right**-14%-**follcw  'aystem**-148-2-**I  
see**-l^-wdoesn*t  work»-l^g-**was  on left last time, near 
end?**-142-i-**think  this way"-14i_o-"now*-13?_o-*elose  to 
beginnlng**-112-o-92.i»**three  more places**-102-**thls  not the 
way to go, follow system, take two lefts, two rights won't 
work"-10io*j-102_o-9i-16!+et-**no'*-16j^-9i-"right  again"- 
lOg-wgo left, try two rights and one left**-10io_3*two  
rights**-lO2_o-112-122-«yeah,  used to be circle**-12?-3-"it  

ry***turn  ''J?.. —1 - »* 
in ci?''-?i-- \ "r-v
\ - . ' . - '"-V = . ' . J. . _163.^-91-0-82-^bcr:, uonu'herAghü5 

elrele**-b2.p-%.()-wturn  left, 
is end, right^=4"y-^8=%^-**huh"-4y_S'=5yc-  . —3 _
r&gnt, cirole 8^"*y*s  b2«_@-7^_0-$g^Q-3 %»o-**this should
be end"—lA^Q-A-**yuh,  all fouled up, go left instead of right" 

1*  circle"-47_n-%-"this leads me right 
around back, so go back no7"-7i_ - ^2^ 0. _c left**-%%-o-"that  
way to beginning**-4g-**clrcled  last time went rlght^—R- 

right last time, went to beginning 
so left*-2s-*another  Ieft*-212-J»_"went  In cirele**-2L_io-  
23-Cr^y-^ather close to the beginning**-5p-"try  rlghtZïeft

' :/ '7 -r c:-_: r T- ; r -? - .» — / -
oidn*  t**-98-o-^o  beginning agaln**-98~^-6u.$-**circle  made 
quite often, _went left, go right, right goes to beginning*-  
^-O-Ti-^tnat^s a eircle*-9%-*b@ck  up, all circles ahead**-  
Bg^this circle**-8^^g-82_Q-92-i6^j-i62.0-"used  system, thinks 
^.eft, left, rlght"-l?2-"now right on my system"-19oo-B. 
three circles close together, apparently kept making the 

wrong turn, thought they were all circles".
, / oh, system,out wrong place-142—"think that's a short cut"—14?

92-lT"this place agaln"-16^.g-"take leff-16:, K-"no this 
is right way to go"—92"H2-"can use my system now"-12?- 
circle, so turn right, see where go"-122-o-137-"this seems

. , A.e*9i —"nqr system is changed. neer opening go
in is a short cut"—104.-3-162—0-172—1920-B. "left*  two rights, 

left through short cut, end a right".

9
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Bbn-Symbols
Curtains

fC 2.?' ' .. . 2' ' .1^2-»hey» shouldn'+Fbe anothar turn/ think right goes to 
the *M"-ip%2_2o-B*  "good guess*.
4m - ^Â...«1922-^that goes off to middle again» bet"

4.ettSy stay that way, not get lost"-6\ r-"leftagain, dunno where I am"*-7i-"oh,  long alley, take~fefts Aw 
here to end through short cut"-91~164.3-162-Q-17o-"now a 
right to ena*-19i2-»and  right to end"-192p_go-B.^ "left

99 Good, goes to beginning, had to walk around again.
alii stick to my system". *

A. ». .l%g-*no  good"-1922_9Q-B.

Ditto. " ?- " _
.1 . .___ A. " ; ", ' » » ' . ' -%</

ru.ii (2i-ld) A*  , rs%>v \ : o plan,, two rights
%o end, but this isn't the second right"-18p-"looks like 
25^$ ^'.tnose double-back alleys*-182-6-^yah"-186-0-"tumed  ilgat just on memory of corner"-17p-"looks o.k., just go 

eirgie"-19g-21y-"one other choice in middle, take 
bnat -Id2_o-«no8r try right here"l^.Q-"now right"-16&-"oh*-  
^9-Or^now away from circle just ran"-13^o-"just walking 

^9 mlddle»-13^-l^-Mfuyther, quite a bit further". 
tWO "% ' C" I - — ' . — 'r?,' < ., . .

^-y-^i8-23iÿ.-*yuh , hare we are"-B. "
up* A ir GO shortest say, not way you messedA.*.%^*"lefi,  '-i.72-»%wo rights to end, skip that four 
%ay cnoice point"-21y_g-23^-B. "one way goes to end. one 
way to blind, one way back to middle and circle around again 

1/1 VuO a
Bill (9-16) A....9o?"huh, another four-way choice, funny

if A .... -*«*«*  now, ho^'d i go^-lbo»cp""no, blind"-

_ A....9o-"go regular way-92-112-l33-l53-17^-193& .1-J o

Hill 0.1-%) Aae.o218-^could that be another hoT%?"-6„ 
f ="



Subject 18 (continued) Mm-8ymbols
Curtains

" -"L ' L. rh'-i. tO gO

Ditto.
Ditto.



Mon-Symbol

tr: iSKW A....9%-^now here's difference...] possibil
ities instead of usual two...something removedë.ë supposed 

hand turn" "think this one here rather than
U3is"-lo&^-»eeeond left turn...no this not right turn go 
back"-16j_^-"came this way*-16^.q-"np...go  back"-16a_i<- 
16^^-"no*  back where started coming through here»-9iZi&. 
' now see what this looks likw"-162-o-*huh,  rlght"-l^_o-%y 
wound up here again" "mistake to come through here"-i3? n- 
"now this looks right rrl Follow this out"-13yl^»right" 
^f2"192o-B-"seems like skipped something".

A...."it's at 4th turn, 2nd left"-...9]-"here 
it is" "Take this way-16i^g-"not way usually" "this way 
%akes me back—lo^u^-Mand that goes back"-9%-"if make L 
turn*' —*t  \ " »

T-r _ . ' ' - : - ~ _
- * - Ç-.—* XI ~ j v • ' X ' ' - • ' - V- - . •! X-'—V I ' 5 • ■;

L ' . . 1% C -1 : iL:r. . - .'J
wanted...R here...go back...retrace..éno, go back this 

ycy-th2s right 06 gGt 6:66 =
^muso I \ Aj . :
a uu ooviously ma&e n here instead of usual /Cd :r : " "
seen normal path" wo 92-llg-"yuh then R"-13y-l^-etc.

a.. . m.

25^ A....172-"Change must be in last turn...watch
.mF it —192g— three possible chances...before none...now 
now was this made#-68.2i-"thls one goes back to starting

B way...avoid this altogether"- 58-0- this first right way back to beginning...check"- 
45-0^2?!?"* left':-3r;,"^? 1st , .ace -'rnv 

that one.«.take this now"—19^plpn—"yuh...end" 
A....B long way.

are. . = 
B.

A....%-»@pother change...three possible chances -2f*j| — huh stuck In another circle*-2? m r-"yuh 
both go to circle, n.g." "go on instead of going in circles 
^6—8^ ^1"®» ***

"goes into circle In middle n.g."-

HIII (21-18). , A....21y-"3 possibilities...a curtain foldedback scam way...DE...new turn introduced...goes into loop 
path backwards...by pass to get to the end23n-B.—"32avbe 
tnere's...but last turn at end wouldn't help."
*. _ A»; »*21y-"wait("-21y_o-"this  tliird have

hkre.o.left-^^-ua^e a R ~i93-21o_y-"and 3rd R should let me



19 (continued) Non-ëydbola

out» .1» here...go
/jzc : _ i ... _ .^olous one*-21y»o-2Ô8.Q-208-^take  R here... 
go back»-19^^Q-2Oo_8-"any SC introduced here somewhere?
19j-0-^-O-^here is last L*  how does R connect up here?»- 

ha!...this is it"-21y"instead last left of four, 
take right. get out faster"-23^-B.-"®hat should've done 
followed all those and see where it gets me".

A.« » «17g—"this is*. ..R here...somewhere here"- 
18^—2—21 y-23*F"B  «

Hill (9—lo? A..»9A"*Here  ^e are...if go on here run on
same track." -%-"yuh.,.keeps me on same path"-92—<%-*one  
of these two may put me on a spot closer up*-162_(y*here  
looks like a closer turh"-16ÿ.^^m /-y /.

c -, ' '
' " ' - ' ' * - ' -- — '....J,™-. . -1.

on four lefts to here» »now...go b@ck"-l^_o«16^-«and to 
here.c--^v-' / '^"7 7^*'  :: r-^ - ' : 'v.. \
"retrace..c 16^s—i ' ^.-.e
'- _ < S?- 'ziu oné ^irst of lefts. Ch:r - - ,
this saves one turn...take it"-16p_ÿ-^^=l'%«^ . \ f
one, but %r B.
Hill (21-6) A....21g-"take this turn
here is another change. ..am at one of the very first ones I.
go R here instead of L....could go to beginning and show 
you"-6y-218-234-B.



Hung Curtains
' I. , "fl": -. : 3. -
va o@en in before ôpened^up, try right first"—16b m-"that 

goes right back again, lemma think"-16p_o-17p-i9on^Z-"took 
«V 'face*  away, went left at fifth turn, then came to a " 
place"«

A« *«91—*'that  used to be circle—blind, shorter 
co go the other way"-161t_3-162_0-*usually  go through this way, cutting out turns"-lyg-l^go-B*  "

HII (6—19) A«.*  *9i"16|^^ —16g^Q—17g—19^2-"this wasn't
here before"-6a»n-6i*_o-"am  back at right turn, third turn". 
Zl"91-164_3-162«»o-"thls is still shdrtest*-17p~19ip-"should
be at end, that way, but not this many turns Sefore*-19, *

A « o o " ;
O

r - ’
' .. 2'". ? LÜL ' \;

. ..... . . . . ,

bliK y ":"T 2y' G-rt.. - AC , .

J" a*  « « "*ney  tnere' s familiar oath, third 
cnangeu usually go right"-2«_i2-"this is blind in here,"' 
circle, this way out^-2^_o-(,3y^fiy^'> r.'r\\
turn»-^-"at new place again, go ahead or to''left, tried 
rlgnt"-2^Ui.-2i_p-"went backward last time, so"-16.n-A-"bad 
«.O beginning, that wrong too* —1&—*go  straight, that goes 

^^^**~39"%-8""71-9i-16i»_i-162_o-wthat  ' s no 
gooo - 1^,-I9i2*tnat's  no good"-19? o.on-B#

M aooo

^12-20-®*
Ditto

Hili (21—Id) A«*«»21y^this  is changed, this way but"—
"made my right turn into a left, what if go 

j.eftr, cunno, goes back probably, wanted to get to end, so". 
_ A'*"21y-"oh,  just an additional turn nuton^ -lü2-o-i^p~"*uh"-l^^  "If turn right

instead of left at turn back, where start going left» then 
go into a curtain and around it and out". '

Ao. . 15\—*oughta  meet right turn uretty soon"- 
ldg-"ana then get out"-217-8-234-B, " '

gill (9-16) A.2«9o-"somebody took curtain out here"- 
90-2-11^-133:^2-"this is new too"-16^-16«?-o-193-18p-"oh"- if j. rïght into
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Non-Symbols
Hhng Curtains
or short cut"

nill (21—6) A,«*&9o —18p—21<?«21Q=^don^ _.i/

to #xi c*-  «^g-O^Sa-o-bg-o-wnow at first left turn* —b^—"this 
next one usually turn right, try left cause just came from 
thia yay and this is a wrong one"-kf-tf-o»"this beginning, 
tois blind, only way to exit"—3g—Cg—"usually go left, try 
right»-^-218_o-193_0-"coch"-19j-21?_8-23it-23i»=o-218-?- 
%2-0-lo2-2*?-216^  dead-end"-2O8-o^l9^-217*8-7
JL?2-O-l?2~-L93-'*tAihk  better come r-.n "

X.
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ig hw._

^2-0-"^ -ccinjo ?" ii^_o.,dunno
which one...oh*  but made sam® mistake have before,«.went 
oacm a turn instead of ahead,*
_/ A**«»9i"*this  is involved in shortest wav'16^3-lb2_o-172-192Q-B, "

?: (^?2 A.«,ol9i2-"This way nearest end..,why »o in
there?"-1920-B.

”* - \

...J- ..rr.ac

? r-r,2:(lrc 7.1^^-' p::r J)
. '■ ■■-’■■■ O- ‘ . -

- - o - _T ....

HII (^-3)

blind*-%_g

S?,- 210^' 2:c<*  "<=2
^=r' " ri% ' ' '

w 3rd blind 
%7r . ztc.

^this
^3=G-°^ '1:^'7

' - - * — "1^/ A,*. *21y-18p —*blind
'Oh*  ... tms way* —2_iK—B, .. ,hun, *—lOg^,^—19^—21*y —

a. » » «13%—**go  
' V'f ' ' - ; *

e & « c / "

la here*' —lby»*no. « :t :

23%^—B.
O.OO-. -I,- -

%S^%od WM»-16g_y«2-182-»

mu (2i -6) 
alley left"-6 A. o « *21g—"another"after long 

y-21@-2j^^B. . ' ' -' "



Symbols

\::j: (9-16) A, co. « , e iCo i*u2^...this  is
regular w&y*—Hyetc, B» "Found a change where there were 
2 choices» now are three# I kept on the regular path."

A.»,.91-*At  this point there are 3 paths: one
was a Circle; other, regular path; now explore." 16%$—o-"that's a circle sign but I'll continue around"-16sJ$-"Ekre*s  the 
opening...now I'll go back and go out of the cirele*-16^_ %- 
l^#p-**SCf...#  other path was new; see if the same length"- 
162-16o_&$-9%-"Well, certainly shorter...so retrace"-l&$_g- 
162-O-*That  way sure cuts off a lot*-172-"%it  see which 
path around the circle is shorter"-l?2_o-162-163_&$-16%$.g- 
"yes had shortest" "now see how ^uch shorter"-15q—l$-9i- 
112"137-193-"Thls is circle SC cases through*-162-163«J$-9i-  
' «cr- "'C. three." Id^g-iyg-iggo-B» ' '

» - Aee-i. , . S' , n"/# '.o'
68-^-"This is circle.^ 6ii-8-%langle_ circle.. #®her&

sa:\'
place# "-1912-B#Yuh, go back now and follow new oath, seo 
how^mueh shorter."-l^%2-68-$-64-G'7%-^ in c? -
9i-16g-16h—^-172-ig^-"Entranee out of main path to SC"- 
^912-20-^' "

"Shortest way? o,k#g A....o^8-"Not certain 
here about change# Is this the SC one or not? I think."
Oh-"%iangle%" "Yup%" 6gLA-19i o—n-"Retrace# went the wrong 

way."»192^^g-"Realize the difference in triangles"-19^2-20"^= 

^11 (2-2) A* ..# %*"comm  to place changed, this way goes
(,rL "r ' 7- V "% ' »

23-C" "7:- 9 c.C6 -- c_:c"; ^L.c/-
would be shorter way out"-%-"make sura was first circle"- 
29-%$-2^-o-"yes"-2^-2&$-^-"point of entrance to old path, 
this way shorter, so go on"-%—8-"now, short cut here through 
this blind"-6%$-6$L8-i9^2^2o-B. "real short now".

A-lf"go in what was circle"-23~2&$_<-%-"back 
to old path"-%.8-"third blind , short cut"-6h-6w;-19i p-om-B.

t2il (21—18) A.# #.Sly—lëg—"I recognize sign# Found a
shorter way"-"Will follow back and locate myself for sure"- 
lo2-o-"At this point...was here in middle of maze...usually 
go 2 dots...shortest way. ..but now go 2 squares into circle, 
go back now and try it"-182-21y_0"208-o-172-0-l53-0-131-0- 
"Now go back and take æ"-133-i?3-*Take  2 squares here"- 182-217-etc. B. '

mu (9-16) A 00©.9o-"Spiral in long way...goes on through
that way"-162™"Realize if go other way, bow'd that be?"-
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Symbols

'' * e '-..-r o.this s'.ûr('';? --\ %-:)

* HIII (21-6) A....21g-*Another  one....Hmmn...this way
back near Mgianing*-6y«^-  "Yuh, this laa^ cnOo^onoval"*  "
Qtherend. take this atotherena.-6^_7-2%8-23^-B.

A....C2—"new this is it! Always took that;so try this.*-6?-"Ah,""here  it is"-218-"Now let's see... 
yup!"-23^-B. '



Symbols

HI! (9-16) i-"- le»'J '5'JT^C'
turn, 
specifically, bat symbols in left harm turn no good, so 
cent where saw familiar symbols on other path"*

A. ». .91-"here*  8 where chang@"-92"**swe  this 
way is right"-112-etc« * .B. ^What new opening, not aware 
of a new opening, used new cue, different cue g went through 
old way", "

Ditto.
HII (19—6) A...#19%p—"hmmm, what've we got here"—6g_Q-
unfamiliar, so"-19ig.(r"walt à mlnute"-19]2-"well, investi- 
gate"-68-n-^triangle, third blind"-6i,.o-*here  we are, went 
through this junction onee*-7i~9i~"oh  I see"-16b.3-"clrcle,

. , - - - " . • " - . . ( Hu-».
S'z:?ulc:\ j.. _. " j2i__ .. 
' I 1 " r'" " ' r-

Ao*o . , ': .
/: " . 1 "

Ditto. "don*t sz^ Lo'J .% f.: ' .j : » :::
f 'L%r c f" 'came th® shortest .o-'o - -

HII ($-2) A.o.%-"w@it a minute, on wrong path"-%^o-4»?-
"huh"-b8-i^-"th@f s a circlew-^y_(y-"well"-%-*huh,  looks 
like circle too"-%_8-7i-"o.k. "-91-2-llg-ete. . .l^ig^oo-B.

A. . . %-"circle there
"Kept to middle path between two no good circles".
- - - .> A. . . #21y—lb-^^8—19^—21y—Ibg^Q-iyp—19^—21y«.g—234-B. "Took away my cues...so by elimination found en6... 
symbol bird misled me*..was  in place you dronppü 1% 
back in middle...go left to end shortest way*C
hill (9-16) A....9o-"another change...this cue at end of 
solid hall...in wrong path" "by-pass hall to right...might 
be shorter way through but check old way to be sure"-9o-119- 133~153-"that symbol in that path"(16) 17g-19^-etc. st 
"Symbol through new opening was in an alternate path...!.®., 
not a wrong path but a long one...so took old way". "

A....9o-"here to new door....try straight 
through"-162-ÿ-"this shorter...much shorter in fact"-l?p-19%- 
etc. B.

» Hill (21-6) A....9o-162-^-172-193-218-"ah, another door...
know left correct...go see, get next cue right"-6y-"see now, 
other path takes me out sooner"-6o_n-"oh:.. .brings me way to 
beginning...no good now"-%-72-9p-162-<-172-19^-218-"long



Jr / r.-.rr o * c jr/lC '-' yj /ai.:\.
J5 ^Slowly

steps Ji
let s see jJ.'lf VIa - . — — - — ww*o*v&i#*omjwl_hta  UU

of go^nd bac^"-6^-21A-"that ^av out ^short 
eat wqy*  oreouree,*n  j / . %oooy' 2? -Fu



Symbols

A.o._ L,\ - ? - % , ' -, _

to

it / '/ . r i..**

JL'-'
1% at qu@f

J: 1 e Q .6 r: 1
was L^Le.n " :.-

S
. goee -co end*  So what°s in he

'-'" ' " "'"5^' V-.CC. '/C
?' pJeLlOr 6^ \ \:

-«w — —i%/« a * „ :'"c ; " ? :ljc "
clrolo.. * .off. # .triangle off.. %

oouh ways through olrcle the sane?" 
differenc@"-192g^2Q«Kow to end" %.

kO end

^?3' ïÿ9^' "Noïg 
re? Don't 

eirele^^ 
y now off#

L to end"

&»9„R,,P, * * » AO*  e o c 
, makes no

R““;:?6\s’„^ :
0

thougn a little shorter." much difference,

Kill (21-18) A...„217-«tMs on last 
next to last*  three ways to go, 'fnnp* leg, 

down
left alley, no, 

% "rsrnllel
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Symbols

)' .' , —,_y« r;. '; . » ,-y^ )

3wetio#B, vhloh jwotion first? *fôur.leaf  olover» or 
double square * ?* -16g.p-*one  eones first would be good 

sfior^ eut^^ will rememdey those two and take the first 
' " ' . ^2-7^3-123: /' 2

&« * a «J? y ^double square,, that's

Kill (9*16)  A.«..9o-"three ways, 'faos,-spiral', that's 
way same, 'weinie' way to gOn 'f^ce^sniral't late^ pp IS#: -162^"'C«three wavy'lines off parallel lines' 
^W^2-(T^go right, goes to 'birds and two wavy lines', 

lim , ' 79 'e-thrno lines' so*  should ' 
' '. ...

':r f /< : ' . - »c": .Sc / ' % i -
' '7^- '\' "
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Symbols

v' ' " - "" - - 1 - '_ _
here"-$2-"^hia the right ?y&y though; kno% that# ^-9g -llg^ 
**Don* *t  remember a choice back there; maybe I didn't take 
the shortest way, 3-'^^ L:.e?c or.f bfiC f ~

ins&s%L.9f,,?„A 
«LOp—21o—etc o B

* Hill (9-16) Ao.oo9i-"to jelly bean, change, ah, that 
spiral, two wavy lines, go tœard"-162-o-"tlien"-lfh- "def- 
inltelv a short cuto. but other way is shorter" -1 ^-o-lG^ 
"here's spiral, r : ' % f h-.l »"Ln" ^V-
shorter"-18g-21y_8-23^-B. ' "

Hill (21-6) Ao.o.9o-**first short cut"-16g."second 
short cut"-18g-21y_g-^whoa$ now what?"'- C« r ; 17 can^ .
those, right triangle and squares"-6g^y-^tAat from left"- 
6y.Q-"now dog bone, siz and F. oh, no good comes back to 
middle of maze"-6y-218-23^,-Bo

A* * « o9o-16 2.^ ' % -- A 'f - ; ."i'

opened into a circle# /. : "\ -L\ _j.c " _ 'ir v' ^ -
etc. B# 
_ A*o  oo9i~**heres  the place**-161^ -a—'"'spiral**
"steps**  @h. .stars& 2 #go out to direct paW-log.»^"check) 
ohô much shorter" 17p etc. B# "Not positive Row much 
shorter." "
HII (19-6) A.0.19 "Question mark...oh here we are»,*
usually go right around back
' ' " '*

. . ' : ,. r
■■ 5

no good."
" - ?' -,

. - :r c. L./ .// -N .

wayy found 
c<,

change 
. ' V ‘

good

* HII ($-2) Ao.oJ'^-hr.L'C-- . - ; - /1'T'L, hy outs cLZt^-'
line"»2^.L-"ti^?ov T-i »' c ^.L r ' : . '\ " «
„, j*  • ' y < - t -t-3

*̂̂">6.8"  no%"?b^-etc... ^'üo
" A.oolo.g.oA-l^-"here it is^ in here"™&9-"yuhg

-zc dots^-2h._^»%_8»6^etCocl30 ' -, -

Hill (21-18) Aoo *o21y-"%hoa^ here*s  change, 
cr? ' ' "r Is ' r- ' - . « e r - -r^

That * s to
A*1A

% AWtyw&btafdK 

-

O

—8^—



Symbol®

- ' . \- ' " 
course, ®lz and F- what a doue.

icr short cut21^—23^.<=<E« *'whew«  nearly missed
?\c " '



Hung curtains
: -/ C'<_ \ A.eiol - ' . ' ' '- „ ,
think thereeirele"there"-^-ll^-ete. B*

A..#.*Want  %a to explore that way?.»,.find 
shortest way ^aybe?...wouldn't be any shorter&".»o.a9?«» 

It is shorteretoT Bo
±u.I (19—6 ) A*  .. *19i2'=68-"huh2^-19%2-68=^-6L^,0 —
into cirole and out of circle. Go old ri^Kt.^-92=etc.- 
J212-68-**1*11  be darned. ». won*  t go that "way**-19i  p—n-lBg- 
l%-8-'*8tlll  cirele**-182«_Q«^ell  here go agaln*'-l9ip-"Rop@g  
blind in there...maybe this to end*-1922_^0-B-**%/  i u:..Z 
..(works backward into every blind) **%opet  not in"there! 
% back farther now.**  (in alleys 4 and 2) that's
u: (cj - .

" - " -' . 
- L-'-. ' ' ' *"

A... «- 9^ —& f' r'-k " '\)uble**-16kw%-
" ^L'r^:r cr\ L'-"( " \\// %

; : ;j.' '?;? ' '-rL 'c
"^Tr! \ ^1' \ \ " 7/

there ^^ivigego^B *
A.. o c : --«'..c,'., । ... " j

" . • - . • . ■ - * - •

®I (9-2) A.... anctMr one o. .v?oll... give it
a fling"-2g^Tg-2^Q-*Bbh$ what good did that doT^-i#-^- 
"@o on that's"no^good**-%.g-ete. B. o

Aoe..%~'"^" r-v - ' :'- -.(-?' r?. , -, r-.,; ; - . .. ,,
a trick"o - '

good, goes back**- * B.
hiAl (21—18) A.. . .21«y-lhp- (looks at D.B. ; looks back
at 21) confused this time., .but
onward, ever onward^-l^-lBg-Sly—**Ah ha*.«victory is ours.**- 
21g-23^-B. "Tock out curtain, "two conflicting' symbols side 
by side.** "

A. . # (1^  f;% r^l '"' '"\ "' »*
didn't ; "2.T j—etc » 21y—"huh! **—21g—"no you haven't"—
23hf"B» "The shortest way?... .Oh, I wasn't going shortest 
way? Wouldn't ba surprised.*

e e o @B long way.
mil (9-16) A. .. o9o-"Hkih! another change"-16p-"Spiral. .. 
that'a DB.ac.Try this"—16p_0-"Hhunm"—19^—"Huh, confusing"—

B. '
A«o»oB long '"Again? Shortest way?

, A... c9o-"Lnl>, ' "<. /rt'y"Aû^ r-
Bo ' '
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Sabols
Hkmg curtain»

. j:/2 (21=6) A. », o C z ' .^, , : c '
6?.^="Euh%"=6g*p~  .fuuk \,s still wc'/
b&c% here"="Mght as well go round @g4Sn"-7-)=9n-llpete#=
218-*no  good mess!"=23b~B# 

' A.. »« V.-?« % 'S ' ""



.i.

line last ti%» through check B. "
A#.$.see what happened to other oaths. 

_^y:^bly l%i hlinds",,«9i~"Back to 3..,.trisection.., 
/ »- . J '' ' ' Z k c.i 16%*»? —
^steps ... out **oh.  co L-handed cheek mark^ .... 17p-"yen.
shorter vay*!  B. **Honey-c«ab  to steps to check SC?\ "

upside <3o9fn question iBarka,.now 3 paths instead of single one...take usual eath"-

"3* pose I should he curious"-
"upside down <r7 _ .1 - to k S' ,...

'.- Cc/,-- _ '7T/\'
' -' ' " -' ' - ' ' - -,o*

' ' n,' r ' 2/' ' r
k. r, . t /hoi cci' way out. 

.7:^-"-" " ' -
fciü-.v» ' "fen <T*

in"
dots, v«' Ci * r / r M,, roctangle^ sY.i'C'»: 1, , «.
so go back"c just'a step or so@ three
&ots@ :.ü". .;77a taire bo% instead of
wavy line"-6^-"either way"-6^ ^-"question mark"-19.mw-B. 
"real short now".
"gestion

'-' 77':;, , ~ ' ' '" ro<.cU..%;oo' -J" "7'
trams Idp^—take a left"oh oh*  took wrong oath 
there...huh^-193-21^-"let=s trÿ extreme L"-218-"yiihg that's 
At) o ^1" I '\?:J JlY T'kCl/'Joc
didn^t take it."

. . A.....J17 (long pause) "uh huh: go straight,
mlhot ptr#Rht& R from 2_squares" ....182:21^.
idl (9-16) A..«.9o~"Oh oh:..That spiral blind alley no 
good"- bellow same directlon'"-9pPo"Noi won't.,, something . 
F12-p~"^o spiral by 3 wavy lines*
"Good SC right away."
KiAA (2%—b) A..*  .9q—ibg=»21r,^^—"oh no"—6*7^^ —"oh 
to six and German F*  fift^ turn? usually go left^ê^ six 
go back slx"-6y-218-23b-B. "that'll be good short cut.
take German F." *

9 

$



Symbols

- - ; Ae.G . - ' c:': j_ ... _v _ »/ 1» 3
choices. Went that way before. The other two are part 
of a circle." "So go on^-^-llg-etCo B. "You took out 
a curtain so opened into a^ircle, so I. went the regular 
^&y. *

A* ..9i-"yoh$ pth circle$ because ^th 
choice.. D.

A...9i^Ko point in going in a circle. 
9g"»Hp""B »

BII (19-6) A.*. .19i2-"well^ this leads back to an 
earlier part of the maze adjacent to the end path. I'm 
used fc ?C*'  \ '-, , n- 1^9; % r- :',

'ÜO go v'&Gpe &;hort )
j Z \ Z ..Z]

" ' z" ' '
" L

z- -' - '° '< / " "
2<j,7 \. \'o "

Ditto. .
*" i ' r~ ' , . ' > circles in other

parts - of ths maze. %uld be no goods would have to walk 
around again. *
' Aootc^r. ''" '. ' '' -. '.
up. kl / " _ -. :T- j' A
so I went on." '

- Ae»@.21y-23^B. Z:\ *if  youcan use that opening for anything, you"may*.«a  "Oh:'u*at!_s  
i.tis a _sc;ji±

A.».»J2y"Tbis is the place. Go right. My old long w@y.*«182-21gf23^-B.

HÎII (9*16)  A... .9o-**There *s another ooenine... sniral!32 
a._laLt@^_long_way*go  through.* 162_^"Yuh&*-182^^y:23b^
Bill (21-6) A*...21g-23L-B.  "slight change, knew right
way to get out though.**

A,...21g-"maybe should investigate"-6?.Q^oh 
my fifth choice, thiA'd be a good short cut too"-^-6o.?-21g- 
231^-B. "an even better direct short cut from about sevèn to 
nineteen."

A. o . .Uy—«21^™dZ3^.-4^.
in reply to "Did you take SC-s in the last 

maze, ^Ifo. there weren't u /,. The openings were into the wron& paths, circles. 0h&. Ô.Huh...r3-t \ -'7fI?»"
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* ./V "... Uj ,0 ». . LL ûf% . J'JV

^ûv.i^c. was . «.u. <. , stillon my old familiar p&t%*  *.... B "The only change'was a 
place where there were 3 places where there was one before. 
% didn't even notice the other paths# I mean really look 
at 'em. ^ent my old path. ——Oh! ' 
est way! could be a shorter new way maybe."A.»«..9%-"You just took down a"wall; I'll
look in. "-16^^-" Justin blind passage $ leads back to 
choice beforehand —— or no — wait! steps!" 16p^o-»%h 
this shortest way"^l%«»"Nbw R to end; but go see how much 
shorter. "~172-0~162-"Check this way^-16^4-91-"^o other 
better"-92-llp-13^-l$g-"Yuh. much shorter, comes out hare."*  
172-1*20-9.  * ~ * ' '

- , . . - . - - .. - \ . ... , .
/,.............. . - _ .. - L . . -, _o - ;
- vi ':nr - -"This %rru-v''u"'

' .', . -L ' Æ' . -. v" .., -Cr,'- "
- y / :. \ .v- ->%

' 'j 2? . --?[- \ v. % '

v\ H*  -';s «-».
shorter! ! ! : - I . o

' hll (^-2 J A. o'., <. 'c j _ S' « *1-  :s j
short cut maybe"-2g_i|.-''dot9 b::: u-.» back"-2L_^-"yuh$ this goes to face"~%-8-^y^i9 no^Tgo baek"-%.o-3%o- 
"this IS It, first elrcle"~2^-2L.(;-"good short etc....B. - - /v-o

%.'.. '-\ A. & . eh. . ' . ", ; \ ; '. _ L . ' %
can see. That way goes to the end. % came from there. 
I'll see what this leads to."~18p-6-"I'H go back to th® 
other place now."*18^_p*"%re 's the place. I'll go out 
nop. "*182*21 7-23&|.-B.

A.\..1$\K J "Here we are...2 dots... ^o.
lO2*21y*"Quite  a SC"-23^-B.

IHII (9—lb) A.. 9n-"opening here, st. in
R2&. .A9R%.2PT' - 16g^^-*yuh,  C"-Ki-"now two squares ^^^^Z"that 
cut out a lot"*21y_g-23h.-B*  "quite a short cut",
mu (21-6) A....21g—"whoa"-6y^g*"something  new, go
through five, turn right at line"-60^7-"come to place fourcheloes"-218-"took right"-23k-B. ' -

-%" "3&U10r%% g&Jw# .tM« ; \ :yv, .» - , f
A....J^-"siz" 

way" -9i«0*67-"shortefg  why 
21g*23^ —B.



Symbols

3 / " . i o k vcLo i?n_»9 \ an^ 2 linos, should 'this way, or should I?**  
104-9-*%  knoT? this corridor yet it doesn't seem logical; 
it's later on in the mase. Wrong'eay!"^16Q_L-9@-wThia is 
B $ -Hg^lSy-etc # B„ %

" - ' A..„o9i-^cw here's change. Well I know
n corridor so not take a chanee^-llg-li^-etc. B.
, A....9i-*yoa  took a curtain out. It opens
into a wrong way. ...wavy lines and ourly-cue....go the 
shortestway....1 nave been.»..or have I?»...dunno how 
*̂9  * could be shorter# It enters into another corridor... 
Kalt! if that^ ...."-164-3-"splral...stairs...

cheeks....yeah!H it is shorter*.-17o-etc.  B 
Chae's absurd^ It couldn't be shorter. But it iSq bv two

'hb'J L c .3?GÙc /

* \ ' r .L\g .............

' " 2 ' ' no<-:_'i,ecuoo^ J , -
x - - . . ° eCunnc? Ao?? that ' û shorter, ..s'nose

...no, don't see how#' —IS»? v—'.r whore
think could go end. Therefore 

- - - it probably goes back to an earlvcorridor.* " '
change...try this but not shortest way* «#08—*noT  3 lines over 2, early blind...no 

shorter*-19i2y2o"So  the way*-B.  *îyo  good g it goes 
into triangle blind so certainly not shorter...already found the shortest way in the first change.*.it'd  
have uO be the secondg but I can't see ho?? it's shorter 
ir . ; ' : r " ' ' ~ '
.. _ _ A,that's the path to ttzke
^nerey-OA-Mi looked h@g@. It couldn't be shorter.lt eoes 
paeii: 3rd junction.-^68-u-"triangle. it doos. oh:!...

± or great... ..... I see now. Go this way.
pasg tnere. .. .But, how could that be?"-6i ? -8—1910^,00^. 
"It's impossible: There's 2 signs; it can't be."

A....Now it was a triangle...5o-"face and 
square... gagfUCA* . .oh: so go this way and cut out a

^8-11-"^7 question mark!"-19%2_b^B.
s^nob &air...you 'cricked me: Square is always tiie 

wrong way. Ekw do you expect anyone to know it ahead of 
time? Well, anyway, I think it's a dirty trick...you 
cneat'"

* O-5U A....$^-*huh,  another one, will be careful 
a^d watch this now-*-2^-«wiggle  like face and X, hmm , 
wen go oack''-24_g-%_8-*take  my short cut now"-6L.~ete... 
^3. '2 "
, , _ A-lA-"how go in first blind'circle*-2^-"dots
j r nope 1'm right*-2i^_^-*yep , face and X, and tnree

—91—
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Symbols

*H1H (21—18) A« « & .21y *now$  ah ha# dead-end" —iBg-»
*two squares alley, take two dots, now next two squares** - 
21y«8-23i»-B. "found a shorter route for next time."

* Hill (9-16) A#.,#9o-"oh, circle in dead-end, have seen
that before, ML1&.A, ^Ohg .^ter o.h"
21y-8-23^-B. "this gets shorter ana shorter.*

« Hill (21-6) 
really going

A*e*«9o —16g_e—18p—21%.#—"oh oh*  this is 
to be good"-5y.g- "oh that# six Is no good 

-&o_7-218-23k



Symbols

chan^e@ three @hde@Sg in left is cork-screw sgw in circleoriented, 
yuh, checks**-16Q*̂-"circle"  "so take this path, regular 
one, wavy line^-llg-lSy-l^-hesitates-iyg-i^o-Bo "took 
out curtain, led me into circle near end witG cork-screw 
and three checks, no good."

old way, shorter^il9-etc.,e,Bo 
Ditto.

NII (6-19) A... #19ic*oh  oh, went down end path to 
question mark and upslae-down triangle, three lines 
intersecting, not quite sure where am, in circle, but 
where?*-6g_n-"C  and triangle, oh, in that circle, third 

2oC;S .y 2.:' :n ' " -"'I' ... -/ H-n - -_\r,

ir other 1,3/ early circle"-19i o-om-B. ' '
: - - ""

'' A.o.?r <'-i_ ^l<.4«"dotSo crosse
A...%-"circle*  that way, first one to right, 

stay left"-5A.R-etcT.. *B.  . "all changés just :< % r " 
a circle".

* Bill (21-ld) A....21y-"H@re we are. 3 paths open: only
1 before^-lBg-^Sign...that cuoid's bow...little"D.B...." 
that's the way to th® and...took out curtain into a long 
P^h... kno^^Q it, ....check
2 squares instead of 2 dots...2 dots c r &C?crto:-n
2 squares will W-lSo-gl^SS^-B.

A...#J18 —"This is it"—10^—21m—ote. B.
* Hill (9-16) A.»,..9o-"Here's change...that spiral on

a long path*-162-Q-"on  odd path...3 checks...go back end 
see"-162-9o-"Bt F go stralght"-92-Fo-llo-"aB'on old path"- 
13q-"There*  s 3 checks... SC cuts out ^choices" -16o-9n- "a< F" "go through here to "R"-1^.^K etc. ---

Hili (21—6) A....21g-6y^_y—21^-23^-B.
A.«..Jg— "if I'm right thi things again considerably" -6$%1'8-23^^Z

When asked, "Did you take SC*  on the last maze?" 'What?... 
weren't any on the last maze, were there?....well, hey!.. 
..all changes led into circles last time...into long passes 
this time...huh!...betcha they were SCs....and I didn't 
take 'em? Am I dumb!'"
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